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Recent experimental and theoretical data on the rare electromagnetic conversion decays of light
mesons ( A — B y — B l + l - ) are reviewed. In these decays, the photon is a virtual photon (y v ) and
converts into a lepton pair l+l~. Study of the effective-mass spectrum of the lepton pairs reveals
the dynamic transition form factor FAB (q2 = mj+i- ), which characterizes the electromagnetic
structure of the A—>-B transition vertex. Such studies have been undertaken for the decays
77-°—*e+e~7, Tj—*ft+/Li~y, r)'—*ft+/!i~y, c0-+ir°/j,+/Li~, and several similar processes. Analysis of
the results reveals that the general behavior of the transition form factors of the neutral mesons
agrees with vector dominance and with various versions of the quark model. There are, on the
other hand, some quantitative deviations from vector dominance in the decays -rr°—*e+e~y and
(o^nr°[i +p ~. Data on the electromagnetic leptonic processes of higher orders, such as the decays
77—>^+/z~ and ir°-^e+e~, and their relationship with the structure of mesons are discussed.
Various experimental searches are also discussed. The future outlook for such research is as-
sessed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Research on the electromagnetic decays of hadronic
states is of considerable interest for reaching an understand-
ing of the structure of hadronic matter and for learning
about the fundamental mechanisms for the interactions of
photons and hadrons. These electromagnetic processes are
simpler and more amenable to a complete theoretical inter-
pretation than purely hadronic interactions. They have ac-
cordingly become a proving ground for any theory describ-
ing the structure of strongly interacting particles.

Many of the questions which arise in an analysis of the
electromagnetic decays of the "light" mesons (i.e., the parti-
cles consisting of the light u-, d-, and s-quarks and the corre-
sponding antiquarks) were formulated a long time ago and
already have a 15- or 20-year history. In recent years a new
situation has developed in hadron physics because of the
impressive successes of the theory of strong interactions—
quantum chromodynamics (seeRef. 1, for example). Unfor-
tunately, these new theoretical ideas have not yet been ap-
plied in a systematic way to the decays of light mesons,
where the region of small momentum transfer and large
range is very important. Apparently, we can expect genuine,

really significant progress here only after we have acquired
the theoretical tools for working at distances of the order of
the confinement radius. Nevertheless, in those problems in
which it is necessary to consider states with a large momen-
tum transfer, e.g. in an analysis of the applicability of the
vector dominance model (VDM) or in an evaluation of the
amplitude for the decay of pseudoscalar mesons into a lepton
pair, quantum chromodynamics (QCD) plays a very con-
structive role.

No matter how surprising it might seem at first glance,
even these old questions went for a long time without more
or less clear experimental answers. The results of many ex-
periments have directly contradicted each other and have
not made it possible to draw a common picture of electro-
magnetic hadronic phenomena. For example, the set of data
on the radiative decays of vector and pseudoscalar mesons
could not be explained at all without appealing to improba-
ble hypotheses such as a strong breaking of isotopic invar-
iance, an unusual structure for the electromagnetic current,
or the existence of large anomalous magnetic moments of the
quarks. The data obtained on the internal electromagnetic
structure of neutral ir° and 77 mesons from research on their
conversion decays qualitatively and starkly contradict the
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vector dominance model. Finally, the experimental results
on the widths of several electromagnetic decays, such as
77—>fj ,+f i~ and T]^fir°YY> disagree substantially with theo-
retical predictions.

The situation which developed was due primarily to the
difficulty in studying experimentally electromagnetic de-
cays of hadrons. These are usually rare processes, with low
branching ratios. Their study requires high-luminosity ex-
periments with a high intensity and the simultaneous detec-
tion of all the secondary decay particles (both charged parti-
cles and Y rays) for a reliable suppression of the numerous
background processes. Only recently have developments in
experimental apparatus made such experiments possible. In
addition, important information on the electromagnetic
widths of certain hadronic decays has been extracted from
such subtle phenomena as the production of particles in a
nuclear Coulomb field (the "Primakoff effect") or in 77colli-
sions. In the former case, reliable identification of Coulomb
processes required experiments with a very large initial ener-
gy of the -IT and K mesons; in the latter case, experiments had
to be carried out in colliding e+e~~ beams of high energy and
high luminosity. It was only comparatively recently that all
this became possible.

The experimental picture here has changed significant-
ly over the past few years. It has been in the past few years
that a thorough study of many electromagnetic properties of
light mesons has been undertaken, and new and extremely
interesting information has been obtained.

Recent experiments on the radiative decays of mesons
have substantially extended our understanding of these pro-
cesses. The results of new measurements of the correspond-
ing radiative widths of vector (V) andpseudoscalar (P) me-
sons agree reasonably well with the predictions of the simple
quark model. According to this model, the decays

V-^P + v, d-l)

p_^V + Y (1.2)

are magnetic dipole transitions, and their radiative widths
can be expressed in terms of the magnetic moments of quarks
under the assumption of SU(3) symmetry and a nonet sym-
metry, according to which the spatial wave functions of all
the qq states with identical orbital quantum numbers are
identical in form. The old experimental data, which did not
fit into this picture at all, were found to be erroneous. The
results of measurements of two-photon decays of pseudosca-
lar mesons,

•2v. (1-3)

are also consistent with the quark model.
For a systematic and more comprehensive analysis of

radiativedecays (1.1), (1.2),and (1.3) it is necessary to incor-
porate relativistic effects; the breaking of SU(3) symmetry,
the OZI rule, and vector dominance; and the breaking of the
nonet symmetry. It is also necessary to introduce overlap
integrals describing the overlap of the radial wave functions
of the initial and final states, anomalous magnetic moments
of the quarks, etc. However, such a detailed analysis would
hardly be justified at this point since it would require data on

the radiative widths which are much more accurate than the
data presently available. Clearly, this circumstance should
motivate further experiments in this important and promis-
ing field.

Research on the radiative decays of other mesons ( axial,
tensor, etc. ) is still in a formative stage, and it is too early to
try to draw a clear picture. A theoretical analysis of these
decays is complicated by the circumstance that the analysis
cannot be restricted to magnetic dipole transitions alone.

A discussion of the experimental and theoretical ques-
tions related to the radiative decays goes beyond the scope of
the present review. To some extent, the corresponding mate-
rial is given in some recent reviews and rapporteur talks,2"6

along with an extensive bibliography.
The present review focuses on research on rare electro-

magnetic leptonic decays and on the use of these processes to
study the electromagnetic structure of light neutral mesons.

Let us briefly review the situation involving the electro-
magnetic form factors of the elementary particles. One
usually speaks in terms of charge and magnetic form factors,
which characterize the spatial distribution of charges or
magnetic moments of hadrons. Electromagnetic form fac-
tors are manifested in single-photon processes (ep, en, ir± e,
and K * e scattering) and also in the annihilation of an e+e~
pair accompanied by the formation of a particle and an anti-
particle e+e~— >pp, e+e~— »^r+;7-~, and e+e~— »K+K~. In
all these experiments, the hadrons are, in a sense, probed by
virtual photons in the region of spacelike momentum trans-
fer in scattering processes or timelike momentum transfer in
annihilation processes (Fig. I ). This probing can reveal the
hadron form factors E(q2), which characterize the spatial
distribution of the electric charge or magnetization of the
hadrons. The spatial region which is studied is related to q2

For neutral mesons M0, single-photon exchange pro-

FIG. I. The form factor of the ir meson, a—Feynman diagram for ir~e
scattering {the process occurs because of the exchange of a single virtual
photon with a spacelike 4-momentum q2 <0 [the spatial structure of the
hadron, i.e., its form factor Fr (q2), changes the cross section for the
electromagnetic scattering: (do/dg2),,-. = (da/dq2)^,, [F^- (02)]2};
b—Feynman diagram for e+e~—nr+ir~ annihilation [the process results
from the exchange of a single virtual photon with a timelike 4-momentum
<? = x > 0; the form factor for the TT meson changes the annihilation cross
section: 0(s)e+e~—nr+tr~ = 0(5)^, \Fr (g

2) |2]; c—qualitative behav-
ior of \Fv (if) |2 over the entire if range (the hatching shows the nonphy-
sical region).
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FIG. 2. Transition form factors of neutral mesons in conversion decays.
The diagrams correspond to the decays A—>B/ +/ ~ and P—>/ +l~Y- The
transition form factor changes the spectrum of the lepton pairs:

cesses are forbidden by the conservation of charge parity in
electromagnetic interactions (we recall that truly neutral
particles Af0 are characterized by a definite charge parity,
while the charge parity of the photon is negative). Since the
amplitudes of such single-photon processes are proportional
to the electromagnetic form factors of the neutral mesons,
F(q2)Ma, these electromagnetic form factors are always zero.

However, the complex internal structure of neutral
hadrons may also be manifested in interactions in which a
neutral particle with one charge parity converts into another
particle with the opposite value of this quantum number.

Let us consider, for example, the electromagnetic radia-
tive decay

B + (1.4)

where A and B are the primary and secondary neutral me-
sons, with charge parities CA and CB; for the y ray we have
CY = — 1. Since charge parity is conserved, we have
CA = CBCr = — CB; i.e., CA and CB must have opposite
signs. If the radiative decay A—>B + y can occur, there is the
further possibility of another process, in which the emitted y
ray "descends from the mass shell," becomes virtual, and
then converts into a lepton pair:

. B + YV = B + l+ + l- (1.5)

(Fig. 2). This phenomenon is called the "internal conver-
sion" of the Y ray, while the decays A—>B + / + + / ~ are
"conversion decays." For a conversion decay the probability
for the production of a lepton pair with a definite eifective
mass q2 = m2^,- is proportional to the probability for the
emission of a virtual y ray with a timelike 4-momentum
q2 = m]+i- . The probability for the emission of such a pho-
ton, however, is determined by the electromagnetic struc-
ture of the region in which the transition of particles A and B
occurs. In terms of Feynman diagrams we would say that the
emission of virtual photons results from a dynamic electro-
magnetic structure which arises at the "vertex" of the transi-
tion A—>-B (Fig. 2). This electromagnetic structure, a conse-
quence of the cloud of virtual states in the vicinity of the
transition A—*B, is characterized by a distinctive form fac-
tor: the "transition form factor." For neutral hadrons, the
ordinary ("static") form factors therefore vanish, but transi-

tion ( "dynamic" ) form factors may arise because of the elec-
tromagnetic structure of the transition vertex.

Data on the electromagnetic structure of neutral A and
B mesons or, more precisely, on the electromagnetic struc-
ture of the "region of the transition of A to B" can be extract-
ed from a study of the probability for the decay
A— *B - ( - / + + / ~ a s a function of the square of the effective
mass of the lepton pair, m2,^,- =g2. This probability, per
unit interval of q2, is called the "effective-mass spectrum" of
the lepton pairs, dT/dq2.

If the particles A and B could be considered to be struc-
tureless point objects, we could calculate the mass spectrum
of the lepton pairs, ( dT/dq2 ) very accurately by the methods
of quantum electrodynamics. Actually, the complex struc-
ture of the particles alters this spectrum:

Comparing the measured spectrum of lepton pairs with the
quantum-electrodynamics calculations for point particles,
we can experimentally determine the transition form factor
in the timelike region of momentum transfer. 1}

In summary, by detecting the conversion decays of me-
sons, A-»B + / + + / ~, and by studying the effective-mass
spectrum of the lepton pairs formed in these decays, we can
measure the form factor which determines the electromag-
netic structure of the region in which meson A converts into
B. Of particular interest are the decays A— >l +l ~y (which
correspond to the internal conversion of a photon from the
decay A— >2y, which is possible for neutral pseudoscalar me-
sons, for example). In this case the transition form factor
describes the electromagnetic structure of the A— >y vertex,
which a single hadron — the decaying meson A-enters. It is
the electromagnetic properties of this hadron which are de-
termined by the corresponding transition form factor.

We turn now to a detailed exposition of the results
which have been obtained in studies of the conversion decays
of the light neutral mesons ir°, rj, rj' and a>, for the most part
at Serpukhov ( Institute of High-Energy Physics ) 7~9 and Ge-
neva (CERN).10

2. STUDY OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC STRUCTURE OF
NEUTRAL LIGHT IN THE RARE CONVERSION DECAYS OF
THESE PARTICLES

a) Spectra of lepton pairs in conversion decays of
pseudoscalar and vector mesons11"18

The matrix elements of the conversion decays
A— >-B/ +/ ~ of vector and pseudoscalar mesons,

P-+VI+I-,
have the invariant form

M = 4nai (/AB_
A-"BYy transition

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

photon Lepton
propagator current

Here and below, /AB (q2) is the form factor of the transition
A—»B; qe is the 4-momentum of the virtual photon (of the
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B; e
system);^2 = m2+t-;pa isthe4-momentumofmeson
is the polarization 4-vector of the vector particle V;
js tjje antiSymmetric unit tensor; OTA is the mass of the

primary meson; mB is that of the secondary meson; and
m, +, - is the effective mass of the lepton pair; and m, is the
mass of the lepton.

We can thus derive the effective-mass spectrum of the
lepton pairs in A— *B/ +/ ~ decays of the types in (2.1 ) and
(2.2), normalized to the width of the corresponding radiative
decay A-+By.
dF (A 4m? •.1/2

"L}-L

X
', 4m*Aq* -i 3/2

(2.4)
/AB (0)

(for V->P/+/ - or P->V/+/ ~).
We introduce a normalized form factor for the transi-

tion A-»B:

(2.5)

The normalization is

FAB (0) = 1. (2.6)

Slightly different is the particular case of the conversion de-
cay of a pseudosealar meson (A = P), in which the secondary
particle B is a y ray:

P-> l+l~y. (2.7)

The corresponding radiative decay P—»-2y has two photons
in its final state. The energy spectrum of the lepton pairs for
decays of the type in (2.7) (normalized to the total probability
for the radiative transition) is given by

3n(P ->- 2v)

3)* (!-£)• i '•<«•> i*- (2.8)

FIG. 3. Effect of the transition form factor on the mass spectrum of lepton
pairs in conversion decays of mesons (schematic). Hatching—region of
decay accompanied by the production of muon pairs; curvel—mass spec-
trum for the decay of point particles (FAB = 1); 2—spectrum for
I-^AB (92) I2 > 1 (e-g- '" the VDM); 3—spectrum for FAB (q2) |2 < 1.

FIG. 4. Feynman diagrams for the form factor of a pseudosealar meson in
the VDM. For the description of the transition form factor, it is important
to take into account vector dominance only for the virtual photon; the
remainder reduces to a determination of the constant gfVr.

wherewp is the mass of pseudosealar meson P, and Ff (q2) is
the normalized transition form factor for decay ( 2.7 ) .2) It is
easy to see that the limit mB— *0 the right side of (2.4) be-
comes ( 1/2) X [the right side of 2.8)]. This difference of a
factor of two is a consequence of the two possibilities for the
choice of the virtual y ray m the P— >-2y decay.

As we mentioned in the Introduction ( § 1 ) , the electro-
magnetic transition form factor /AB (q2) or FP (q2) can be
determined from experimental data on the mass spectrum of
lepton pairs in the conversion decays of mesons after the
quantum-electrodynamic factors have been taken out. The
approach is shown schematically in Fig. 3. General consid-
erations indicate that the effect of the form factor might be to
either raise or lower the spectrum of lepton pairs from that
calculated for point particles. To determine the order of
magnitude and the sign of the expected effect, we can use the
vector dominance model (VDM).

According to this model (Refs. 2, 19, and 20, for exam-
ple), the electromagnetic current of the hadrons is propor-
tional to the fields of the vector mesons V =p, a, q>:

- s
V=p, a, <p

(2-9)

The interaction of the photons with the hadrons occurs
through virtual vector mesons. The coefficients /nv/2gVj.
determine the constants of the transition of the vector me-
sons into photons.

In the vector dominance model the transition form fac-
tors in the conversion decays of mesons are described by the
diagrams in Fig. 4. The form factor in this case is21

m ~ a -

(2.10)

(in the approximation of a small width F v; here V = p, a>, tp.
Here gABV and gvr are the corresponding interaction con-
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TABLE I. Expected slopes of the form factors of certain neutral mesons in VDM.

Decay

n" —>- e+e~y

T) -»- fl+H~Y

T)' -»• |i+n~Y

0) -*- n°ii+\i-

Slope of form factor, (dFAB/d72),8~0

-^ (4-+4-m^ \ 2 ^

mp l + (l/9)-p

"»P l + (l/9) + p,,.

^.)«^ = 1,7C3eV-2

„ ( 1/2/3) m^ ' °

, (1/2/3) (mp/m|) 0,88 . Qey-2

( 1/2/3) mp

)

1. The values of the ratios of the constants gABV andgvy in the quark model are:

1 . _J_ :T*_ = I : -|-: (-J^),

, = 1 : — r f + p,,),
.. = 1 :3.

o ,- f 0,50, ftp =—18°,
2- Pi = -3- K /2 cos ftp + sin ftp) (cos ftp - V 2 sin ftp)-1] ~ [ 0)65j Op = _ 10)5o.

3. p^^ A p-1^ A [(cos #p_ /2 sin ftp) (cos ftp- /2+sin ftp)-
4]»

_ f 0,89, ftp =—18°,
~ \ 0,68, ftp =—10,5°.

Here i? P is the mixing angle for pseudoscalar mesons (the difference between the possible values
tfp = — 10.5° and — 18° has little effect on the slope of the form factor). For vector mesons, an
ideal mixing is assumed, i?v = arcsin( 1/VT) = 35.3°.

slants. At small momentum transfer we have

>. (2.11)

The slope of the transition form factor is

d?2

(2.12)

here ^(r2
AB) = V6(dFAB/dg2)|?2,=0 is a characteristic di-

mension associated with the region of the A—>-B transition.
The interaction constants gABV and GVy can be determined
from the quark model and from experimental data on the
decays A-*BV, A- ,̂ V-W +/ ~.

Table I shows values of the ratios of these constants
along with the corresponding predictions for the slopes of
the transition form factors of neutral mesons.

These slopes are positive and approximately equal to I/
w2. The vector dominance model thus predicts the growth
of the transition form factors with increasing mass of the
lepton pair. The form factor can be approximated quite well
intheformFAB(92) = [1 — (92/A2)]-',wherethecharacter-
istic mass is A; ;mp (A" 1 = (dFAB/d?

2),=0 ). The predic-
tions of the VDM will be discussed in more detail below. At

this point, we regard these predictions as no more than pure-
ly phenomenological estimates, useful for analyzing experi-
mental results on the transition form factors in conversion
decays. Before we take up these results, we have a few com-
ments.

a) The effect of the transition form factors increases
with the mass of the meson and thus with the accessible re-
gion of momentum transfer. For example, estimates in the
VDM show that the effect of the form factor on the effective-
mass spectrum of electron pairs in the decay ir°^*e+e~y
amounts to ~ 2% at the center of the spectrum and no more
than 6% even at the highest accessible values of w2

+e . For
this reason, a study of the form factor of the TT° meson is an
especially difficult problem and requires a huge statistical
base (104-105 events). By way of comparison we note that the
expected effect of the form factor in the center of the effec-
tive-mass spectrum offi+fj,~ pairs in the decay 17—+fj,+/ j ,~y
is 26%, while at the largest values ofm^^- the form factor
will increase the spectrum to a level nearly four times that of
the quantum-electrodynamic calculations for point parti-
cles.

b) For decays accompanied by the production of elec-
tron pairs, radiative corrections proportional toaln2 (^2//n2)
are important. The situation is further complicated by radia-
tive processes in the material of the apparatus. Suffice it to
say that at a total effective thickness of only 0.01 radiation
length the number of background e+e~ pairs which are
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TABLE. II. Experimental results on conversion decays of neutral mesons.
Experiment
and process
studied

Experimental apparatus (in brief) Experimental results

Liquid-hydrogen bubble chamber A.. = - 8.5 ± 5.5 GeV-2. The errors
are statistical. No radiative correc-
tions have been made

2. « (1961),
ji° -»• e+e~v

Liquid-hydrogen bubble chamber.
Statistical base: A ( ji° -* e+e'v) = 3071

= - 13.2 ± 8.8 GeV-2. Br
(ff»->e

+e-r)= (1.166 ±0.047)
lO"2. The errors are statistical. No

radiative corrections have been made.

3. " (1969), Apparatus with optical spark chambers and
Nal(Tl) shower spectrometers. The if me-
sons are produced in the capture of tr~ me-
sons in hydrogen. Statistical base:

JV(n°-»- e+e-v) = 2200

= 0.6 ± 6.0 GeV-2. The errors
are statistical. No radiative correc-
ions have been made.

4. " (1972), Magnetic spectrometer

5. (1978),
>. 6*6-7

Magnetic spectrometer with wire spark
chambers. The electrons are identified by
gas-filled Cherenkov counters (Fig. S). The
source of the "tagged" if mesons is the in-
flight decay K+-nr+ + n°, i?-*e+ *-(?).
The Y raXs were not detected and were in-
stead reconstructed from the kinematics.
Statistical base : Ardr°-»e+e~y) = 20 981 in
the region 0.3<(me*e-/m.» )<0.9

= 5.5 ± 1.6 GeV-2. The errors
are statistical. Radiative corrections
have been made; they increase the
slope Ay. by a factor ~2.

6. 26 (1981), Double-arm spectrometer: shower
spectrometer for detecting y rays ( one arm ) ;
magnetic spectrometer with proportional
chambers for detecting e + e ~ pairs ( the other
arm). Extrapolation to a zero target thick-
ness to eliminate external y conversion.

Br(ir°-+e-'-e-r) = [1.25 ±0.04 (sta-
tist.)] ±0.01(syst.)] • 10-2Radiative
correctons have been made.

7. " (1973), Bubble chamber & „ = — 2,6±5,7 GeV

8. as (1975),
t) -v e+e~v

Magnetic spectrometer with optical spark
chambers. The electrons are identified by
gas-filled Cherenkov counters. Statistical
base: N(ij-^e+e~Y) = 50 in the region

, = — 0.7 ± 1.5 GeV~2. The errors
are statistical; no radiative corrections
have been made; the authors assert
that these corrections are small

9. '-9(1980),
The Lepton-G apparatus (Fig. 6). Magnetic
spectrometer with proportional and wire
spark chambers to detect muons and a ho-
doscopic Y spectrometer to detect / rays. The
energies of all the secondary particles are
measured; muons and y rays are identified.
Complete reconstruction of the kinematics
of the decay. Statistical base:

N (ti — u+|jrv) = 600, N(i\f-+ u>~v) =
= 33, ff (a> ->- JiV>-) = 60

(3,l±0,4)-10-»

+ _
- H V- V

r = (9,6±2,3)-10-s

The errors include both statistical and
systematic errors. The radiative cor-
rections for the muon decays are negli-
gibly small.

In Refs. 7-9 (entry 9 ) , in the determination of b = ( dF/dq2 ) | ̂  _„ the transition form factor was
parametrized over the entire range of q2 studied in the pole approximation, F(q2) — [ 1 — (q2/
A2)]"1 ( for the 77' meson in the region q2^ 0.4 GeV2). Here b = A"2.In all otherstudies the form
factor has been parametrized in the linear approximation F( q2 ) = \ + bq2, which holds only for
the decay ir°— *e+e~y (because of the small limiting values of q2 in this process).
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formed in this material from the external conversion of y
rays from the radiative decays P—>2y will be the same as the
number formed in the decays P—+e+e~y. For decays accom-
panied by the production of muon pairs the radiative correc-
tions and the external radiation effects usually are negligibly
small.

c) Comparing the conversion decays of given meson
with the production of electron and muon pairs, we estimate
that the process involving the production of electron pairs
has a probability an order of magnitude higher than that for
the corresponding muon decay. However, this difference has
almost no effect on the accuracy of the measurements of the
transition form factors: the difference in probabilities results
from the part of the electron-pair spectrum with small effec-
tivemasses [ < (2m ̂ ); see Fig. 3], which contributes esential-
ly nothing to the parameters of the form factor.

d) For conversion decays accompanied by the emission
of muon pairs, the form factor should have an important
effect even on the partial widths of these decays, increasing
them by a factor of 1.5 or 2 (according to the VDM predic-
tions).

We conclude from all this that processes accompanied
by the production of muon pairs have important method-
ological advantages for a study of transition form factors in
the conversion decays of mesons.

b) Experimental data on the transition form factors of neutral
light mesons

1) Results of research on the conversion decays of mesons

Experimental information has now been acquired on
the following leptonic conversion decays of neutral mesons:

ito-ve+e-v, (2.13)
T]-».e+e-Y, (2.14)
TI-»- n,+u-7, (2.15)
TI '-VH+U-?, (2.16)
«->• jiW. (2.17)

The results of all the experimental work in this field are
summarized in Table II. The old measurements of the decays
(2.13) (Refs.22-25)and(2.14) (Refs.27and28)haveavery
limited statistical base; no radiative corrections were made;
they have a significant background from y conversion in the
target and in the material of the apparatus; and they have
other shortcomings. These studies are thus purely qualita-
tive. Reasonably accurate measurements, providing a basis
for a quantitative study of the transition form factors of me-
sons, have been carried out only in recent experiments at
CERN [astudy'°of the decay (2.13) ] and at Serpukhov [the
decays7-9 (2.15)-(2.17)].

For TT° mesons, because of their small mass, the decay
accompanied by the emission of an electron pair,
TT°—*e+e~y, is the only decay process in which the transition
form factor can be studied. As mentioned earlier, external
radiative processes and also radiative corrections are impor-
tant in experiments carried out to analyze electron pairs. In
order to reduce the importance of radiative processes, an
effort should be made to minimize the material of the appa-

0,5m

FIG. 5. The experimental apparatus used in the study of the decay
TT°—*e+e~^. Si,S2, A—scintillation counters; H^-H^—scintillation ho-
doscopes; G^-G^—counter sandwiches consisting of a scintillator and
lead; C,C,,C2—gas-filled Cherenkov counters; SC—wire spark chambers;
PC—proportional chambers; M—magnet. The decay region is filled with
helium.

ratus (primarily the target in which the ir° mesons are pro-
duced). In some CERN experiments10 the source of w° me-
sons was the in-flight decay of K+ mesons of the primary
beam by the channel K+—>-iT+-jr0. As a result of measure-
ments of the kinematic parameters of the K+ and ir+ me-
sons, it was possible to single out "tagged" ir° mesons with
known initial momenta. The experimental apparatus is
shown schematically in Fig. 5.

As a result of this experiment, 20981 -ir°—>e+e~7decay
events were selected with the mass of the e+e~ pair in the
interval 0.3 < (we*e- /m^,) < 0.9. In this interval of effective
masses, the background from other processes does not ex-
ceed 0.3% and does not distort the shape of the distribution
in q2. Study of the shape of the electron-pair spectrum with
the help of (2.8) made it possible to determine the transition
form factor of the w° meson, which was approximated by the
linear expression

Fn, ) = Fn, (2.18)

The linear approximation is quite good here because of the
small value of the maximum square momentum transfer:
q2 < 0.02 GeV2. The following value was found for the slope
of the form factor at q2^0:

d?"
= 5,5±l,6GeV- (2.19)

(the indicated error is the statistical error). The radiative cor-
rections played a very important role, altering the slope of
the form factor by a factor of two (without these corrections
we would have b^> = 2.7 ± 1.6 GeV~2). The slope of the
form factor is about 2.5 standard deviations above the corre-
sponding VDM predictions.

The most accurate determination of the relative prob-
ability for decay (2.13) was carried out in an experiment26 at
the LAMPF meson factory at Los Alamos:

Br

= [1.25 ± 0.04 (statist.) ± 0,01 ( syst. )]-lQ-2. (2.20)

In a series ol experiments carried out on the Lepton-G appa-
ratus7"9 at Serpukhov, decays (2.15)-(2.17) were detected for
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sc,

FIG. 6. The Lepton-G experimental apparatus. Beam
particle detectors: St-S3—Scintillation counters; H, v—
scintillation hodoscope; PC,—proportional chamber.
System for identifying exclusive processes: A—antihalo
scintillation counters; LiH—50-cm target; Aj-
A^yAw—guard scintillation counters; A^-Ag—shower
counter sandwiches S4!S5—scintillation counters for
identifying interactions in the target; PC2—proportional
chambers for measuring the coordinates of the secondary
charged particles; GAMS—y hodoscopic spectrometer
with 64 lead glass cells; Cu—copper filter (700 mm); S6—
counter for a preliminary sampling of penetrating parti-
cles. Wide-aperture secondary-particle magnetic
spectrometer: M—magnet; HlxJ,H3t^—hodoscopes;
SC, (10 chambers) andSC2 (20 chambers)—wire spark
chambers. Muon detector: H2xj—hodoscopes; 5C3—
wire spark chambers alternating with iron plates with a
total thickness of 2m.

the first time, and data were obtained on the electromagnetic
structure of the 77, 77', and a> mesons. This apparatus is a
composite spectrometer with makes it possible to detect ef-
fectively processes accompanied by the simultaneous emis-
sion of muon pairs and y rays and to carry out a complete
kinematic reconstruction of all the secondary particles. The
Lepton apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. 6. The
sources of the mesons in this study were the quasi-two-parti-
cle exclusive reactions

Jt~ + p->- M + n (M = T) (2.21)

in the region 25-33 GeV of the primary momentum of the
ir~ mesons.31 These reactions provide favorable background
conditions for seeking and studying rare electromagnetic de-
cays.

Over the course of the measurements, about 5- 10U ir~
mesons passed through the apparatus. This figure corre-
sponds to the production of 2-107 77 mesons and I07 rj' and a)
mesons in binary reactions (2.21). For the analysis, events
were selected with a kinematics corresponding to the exclu-
sive reactions

jt~p-

u

(2.22)
(2.23)
(2.24)

Decays (2. !5)-(2.17) were detected in an analysis of the
effective-mass spectra of the [i+fi~y and /j.+/j.~ir0 states;
they were seen as clearly defined peaks in the mass region of
the mesons of interest (Figs. 7 and 8). The events lying in
these peaks were then used for a study of the mass spectrum
dr/dg2 of the muon pairs.

Figure 9 shows experimental values of the square form
factor of the 77 meson, \F^ (q2) |2. These values were deter-
mined for the selected events of decay (2.15) as the ratio of
the measured spectrum dT/dq2 to the spectrum calculated
by the Monte Carlo method from (2.8) with F = 1 and with
allowance for the eflSciency of the apparatus. In this particu-
lar case, Eq. (2.8) becomes

2y) 3 n a* I1 m«

^-I^(92)|2;

(2.25)

here q2 — m2 is the square of the mass of the muon pair, m^
and mn are the masses of the muon and of the 77 meson, and
Fr)(g

2) is the transition form factor of the 77 meson, parame-
trized in the pole approximation

0; — 1 (2.26)

ft
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Zi
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FIG. 7. a: Mass spectrum of the/i"<> y system in reaction
(2.22). Peak—the decay»?—»/i "*> ~ y, arrow—tabulated mass
of the T? meson; light histogram—all events; heavy histo-
gram—events with mjv- < 0.24 GeV2, used to determine
the transition form factor for the r) meson; N—number of
events per 20-MeV mass interval, b: Mass spectrum of the
fi+H~y system in reaction (2.22) in the region above m,.
Arrow—Tabulated mass of the 17' meson; A^—number of
events per 40-MeV mass interval.

1,1
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20

10

0,6 0,8 1,0

FIG. 8. Mass spectrum of the ̂ +^w" system in reaction (2.23) for events
with m*»,,- <0.4 GeV2 (these events were subsequently used to measure
the transition form factor). Peak—the decay <u—nr°/t +p~\ arrow—tabu-
lated mass of the ea meson; TV—number of events per 40-MeV mass inter-
val; outerandinnerlinesofthehistograms—thresholds of (Er )thr = I and
1.4 GeV, respectively, in the energy of the y rays [the background condi-
tions of the experiment improve with increasing (£,,) thr ].

FIG. 10. Measurements of the electromagnetic transition form factor of
the rj' meson in decay (2.16). 1—Experimental values of the square of the
form factor, \F^ (g2;0;m2) |2; 2—the same, but with the maximum correc-
tion for a 20% background in the ij' — p +p ~ Y peak (Fig. 7b; it is assumed
that the entire background lies in the mass region of the/3 meson); solid
curve—VDM predictions; dashed curve—predictions based on a nonlocal
quark model (NQM).

The characteristic mass A^ is found to be

A,, = 0,72 ± 0.09 GeV.

The slope of the form factor at q2 ~ 0 is

= 4-=1-9 ±0.4•.-•£

(2.27)

(2.27')

Itcanbeseenfrom (2.27) and (2.27') thattheexperimen-
tal data onF^(q2) agree well with the VDM (see also Fig. 16
below). An agreement of this sort with the VDM for transi-

tion form factors was first attained in Ref. 7 (see Fig. 14
below).

Figure 10 shows data on the experimental square of the
transition form factor of the TJ' meson, F^ (q2; 0; m2^,) \2. The
procedure for measuring the form factor here is completely
identical to that which was used in analyzing the electro-
magnetic structure of the 17 meson.

The slope of the 77' form factor at q2^Q is
AF^

&„< =• = l,7±0,4GeV- (2.28)

,

0,200,10

FIG. 9. Measurements of the electromagnetic transition form factor of the
TJ meson in decay ( 2. 1 5 ) . Points — experimental values for \FV (q2;0; m\ ) | 2;
curve — fit of the experimental data by the pole function
K [I - (?

2/A2)]-2,whereA, = 0.72 ± 0.09 GeV, and the coefficient K
incorporates the error in the absolute normalization of the results of the
measurement of |F,

FIG. 11. Transition form factor for the ca — ir° vertex in decay (2.17).
Points — experimental values of | F^p ( f ) | 2 ; 1 — fit of the experimental data
by a pole function AT [1 — 2 (the coefficient AT incorporates the
uncertainty in the absolute normalization of the experimental quantities;
Aa = 0.65 ± 0.03 GeV); 2 — prediction of the model of Ref. 49 with a
modified p propagator; 3 — VDM prediction; 4 — prediction of the nonlo-
cal quark model.46
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The behavior of the transition form factor of the 77' me-
son reflects an interesting physical phenomenon: For the de-
cay i]'—+ij.+[i~Y, the/7 and a> poles lie in the physical region
for the spectrum of muon pairs. The data on the transition
form factor of the 77' meson and the VDM predictions (Fig.
10) are in qualitative agreement. A more detailed analysis is
not possible at present because of the limited statistical base
of events (2.16).

Experimental data on the square of the transition form
factor of the <u — ir° vertex in decay (2.17), F^ (q2) |2, are
shown in Fig. 11. These results were found by the same
method as we used for the form factor of the 77 meson. To
describe the spectrum of muon pairs in this case, we used
expression (2.4), parametrizing the form factor in the pole
approximation [see (2.26) ]. The characteristic mass A,,, is
found to be

Am = 0,65 ±0.03 GeV.

The slope of the form factor is

(2.29)

1)2=5:0
= A^2 = 2.4 ± 0,2 GeV,. (2.29')

In the VDM the transition form factor F^ (q2) is gov-
erned by thep pole alone. We thus have AVDM = m

p > which
differs from the measured value by four standard deviations.
At large masses m^^- the form factor increases much more
rapidly than is predicted by the VDM (Fig. II) .

Thebranchingratiosfor decays (2.15)-(2.17) havebeen
determined; the results are shown in Table II and also in
Table III below, which also summarizes the data on the
slopes of the transition form factors. The following proce-
dure was used to reduce the systematic errors stemming
from the absolute normalization of the scale in determining
thepartialprobabilitiesforevents (2.15 )-(2.17) .measured in
a common experiment. The relative probability for the decay
ij^>-fi+fi~y was found by integrating the spectrum of muon
pairsdr (77-*^ +fi ~y) /dq2r (ij—>-2y) determinedfrom( 2.25)
with the help of experimental data on the transition form
factor of the 77 meson [i.e., relations (2.26)-(2.27)]. The re-
sults are

Br(T,

- = (7,9 ±1.0)-ID-*,

'=(3,1 ±0.4)--
anything)

(2-30)

(2.30 )

(the indicated error includes the systematic error also.) This
is a more accurate value than that which was found from
direcmeasurement$Br(77->^+/z~r) == (2.9 ±0.75)-10~4),
where the error is due to the uncertainty in the absolute
normalization. If the 77 meson were a point particle, then the
quantity T(77—>•// +fi~y)/r(i)^*2y) would be determined
with tremendous precision from quantum electrodynamics
[from expression (2.25)]. The entire error in (2.30) isdueto
errors in the measurements of the form factor F7J(g

2). We
should emphasize that the parameter A, for the form factor
of the 77 meson could be determined without any absolute
normalization [i.e., without using the point \F^ (0) |2 = 1 in
thefit (Fig. 9) ]. The valuefoundby thisapproach, (A,,) (with-
out normalization), agrees with A,, in (2.27). Consequently,
the relative probability (2.30') does not depend in any way on

a preliminary absolute normalizatin of the number of detect-
ed events.4' On the contrary, it was itself subsequently used
for a more accurate normalization of other experimental re-
sults, including results on the partial probabilities
Br(rj'—*fj,+fj,~y) and Br(a>—H7-0ju+j"~) (see also Sec. 3).

The experimental values of the branching ratios for the
conversion decay s (2.15) - (2.17) are significantly larger than
the calculated values found without consideration of the
electromagnetic structure of the mesons (i.e., for form fac-
tors F = 1), and they agree reasonably well with the VDM
predictions.

2) Transition form factors and experiments In e+e~ beams

We turn now to the possibility of studying the transition
form factors of neutral mesons in various processes in collid-
ing e+e~ beams. In these experiments, we can obtain data on
the form factors in a kinematic region different from that
involved in the conversion decays. All such measurements
thus complement each other.

In recent experiments with "tagged photons" carried
out at the PETRA e+e~ storage ring with the PLUTO su-
perconducting magnetic solenoidal spectrometer, the 77' pro-
duction reaction

e+e~->-e+e~Yv7v = e+e~Ti' (2.31)

was studied, with all the 77' mesons and electrons in the final
state being detected.29 The cross section for this process is
determined by the yv yv collisions of virtual photons with
known values of q] andql (Fig. 12a). These 4-momenta lie in
the spacelike region, and their values are determined by mea-
suring the energy and emission angle of the corresponding

FIG. 12. Study of transition form factors of neutral mesons in experiments
in colliding e+e~ beams, a: Feynman diagram for the production of pseu-
doscalar mesons P in j"v YV collisions ( yv is a virtual photon) in the
reaction e+e~—*e+e~jv Y\ + e+e~P [eft and <£ are the squares of the
4-momenta of the virtual photons; <f = — 4EE 'sin2 (i? /2) < 0 are space-
like momenta; E and £' are the initial and final energies of the electron; t?
is the emission angle of the secondary electron ]. b: Results of a study of the
transition form factor of the rj' meson, \F^ (tf^Ojm2.) |2, in the spacelike
region in the reaction e+e~—>e+e~i7' in an experiment with a single tag-
ging of virtual photons29 [the solid curve is the VDM prediction; see (2.33)
(an approximate expression); Q 2 = — 02 > 0 ]. c: Feynman diagram for the
reaction e+e~—*yP(P = 17,17°). d: Feynman diagram for the reaction
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secondary electron (this procedure is called the "tagging" of
a virtual photon). As follows from Refs. 6 and 29, the cross
section for the production of pseudoscalar mesons in yy
collisions is

-Mj.?*)!*1 1 Ms!; si. "j.) I

- - (2.33)

Here X = (qiq2)
2 - q\.q\; £=(1/2) (ql-q2); v=~QK;

K = q1 + q2 is the 4-momentum of the pseudoscalar meson
P; mp and F are its mass and width; >/s is the invariant mass
of the yy system; and a = e2/4ir = 1/137. The transition
form factor / P ( q] ; q\ ; m p ) is related to the radiative width of
the
|2/np.

-2y decay, TYY, by Trr = ( l/4)ira2\fp (0; 0; m\ )
As before, we examine the normalized form factors

[see(2.5)]/-p (q\;q\;m\ ) = /
The cross section a

= P ; ;
rr (q\ ; q\ ; s) is related to the cross section

for an e+e~ reaction of the type in (2.31) by means of the
familiar expression for the "virtual-photon luminosity func-
tion" L(q\; ql;s):

a (e+e- -»- e+e~r\') = j a (q\; q\; s)vv L (grj; q\\ s) ds dg>* dql

If the experiments are carried out without a detection of the
electrons in the final state, (2.31) (i.e., if there is no tagging of
the y rays ) , the virtual photons will be near the mass shell ( q\
zzq\ zzQ) and will be nearly real. In this case, (2.32) becomes

(2.32')

Under these kinematic conditions, reaction (2.3 1 ) is used to
measure the radiative width of the meson, T(P-^-yy) = Trr .
When one or two electrons are detected in the final state
(single or double tagging of the virtual photons), on the
other hand, the kinematics of the experiment can be chosen
in such a way that the squares of the 4-momenta carried by
the photons change, so that the meson transition form factor
Fp (<7i ; q\> mp) can be studied. Since the detection of the
secondary electrons reduces the luminosity substantially, re-
action (2.31 ) was studied with the PLUTO apparatus only
with single tagging of the virtual photons.

For the detection of the 77' meson, the decay channel
i)'—*p°y-+ir+ir~y of this meson was used, with the branch-
ing ratio Br(?7'— *p°y) = 0.300 + 0.016. The measurements
were carried out under conditions such that both virtual
photons were near the mass shell (q\^q\ ~0; the recoil elec-
trons were not detected) and also under conditions such that
the secondary electrons were detected. In the latter case, the
square of the momentum transfer carried by the virtual pho-
ton varied in the spacelike region 0 > q2 > — 1 GeV2. A total
of 245 + 16.5 events of reaction (2.31) were detected in ex-
periments without tagging, and 35 + 9 events were detected
in experiments in which one of the photons was tagged. The
two-photon radiative width was determined: r(rj'—*2y)
= [3.80 + 0.26 (statist.) +0.43 (syst.) ] keV. The transi-

tion form factor/1,, (q2; 0; ni^, ) was also measured; from the
results (Fig. 12b), we see that the behavior of the transition
form factor of the 77' meson in the spacelike region agrees
with the VDM predictions:

(here51 Q 2 = — q2 > 0) . the results of the colliding-beam ex-
periments join well with data on the transition form factor of
the rj' meson in the timelike region ( obtained from an analy-
sis of the conversion decay rj'— >n+p.~y).

The transition form factors of the neutral mesons can
also be studied in the reactions e + e~—>-ir0y; rjy; <OTT°; etc. ( see
the diagrams in Figs. 12c and 12d) . The amplitudes for these
processes are proportional to the form factors of the Py or
a>ir° vertices — in the region of large timelike momentum
transfer (see, for example, Fig. 13 below). A study of such
reactions extends the region in which transition form factors
have been studied beyond that corresponding to data on con-
version decays.

The cross sections for e+e~-^-ir°y or e+e~— *rjy pro-
cesses must be very small ( 10~34-10~35 cm2), so that corre-
sponding experiments are exceedingly difficult. For the re-
action e+e~— xaTT0, however, the cross sections are expected
to be of the order of 10 nb, and the situation is more favor-
able. The first experiments have indeed already been carried
out. The most reliable results were obtained in measure-
ments in the neutral detector of the Institute of Nuclear
Physics, Novosibirsk, at the VEPP-2M e+e~ storage ring.30

This neutral detector included a calorimeter consisting of
168 scintillation counters using Nal ( T 1 ) crystals and shower
proportional counters (positioned inside the calorimeter) to

FIG. 13. Results of a study of the transition form factor of the anf vertex
in the decay9 at—>jn°fj,+[i~ and in the reaction30 e+e~—«uir°. The curves
show the predictions of the model of generalized vector dominance with
allowance for the />(770) and />'(1600) mesons [see (2.36)]:
A= — (gp;aT/'igp'r)(gpmr/2gpr)~

l. The momentum-transfer region
(ma — mj, )2<^2<(m^ + m^ )2 is forbidden by the kinematics of the
processes under study (the "nonphysical region").
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measure the photon emission angles. The total solid angle
subtended by the detector was 0.65 Air sr.

The reaction e+e~—*air° was identified on the basis of
the decay a>—*ir°y-^3y, which was detected in the detector
along with y rays from the decay of the ir° meson. The cross
section a(e+e~—na-n0) was measured over the energy inter-
val l<Vs<1.4 GeV. The magnitude of the cross section is
related to the form factor of the coir0 vertex by31

where

p«> = 4 — (ma — iwn
3/2

The coir0 transition form factor for s = 0 is determined by the
radiative width of the to—nj°y decay, r(co^m°y) = (4/
3)«Pol/w(0)|2» wherep0= (m2 -m2

lf)/2ma> is the en-
ergy of the y ray. Consequently, the normalized transition
form factor Fmj, (s) = folf (s)/fmj> (0) is determined from
the expression

teat' (s) "e+e-^on0

Data on \Fm^ (q2) |2 at 1.05 <?2< 1.9 GeV2 are shown in Fig.
13 [these results were found from the values of
<7(e+e--*air°) from Ref. 13].

In concluding this subsection of the paper we note that
colliding e+e~ beams have also been used to study the K°
— Kg transition form factor for the timelike region of mo-

mentum transfer, in the reaction32 e+e~~—^R^Ks.

c) Vector dominance and transition form factors

From the experiments discussed in the preceding sec-
tions emerged the first reasonably accurate quantitative in-
formation on the electromagnetic structure of neutral me-
sons. All these experimental results are summarized in Fig.
14 and also in Table III, where a comparison is made with
the various theoretical models33^17 which we will be examin-
ing in this section of the paper.

The general behavior of the transition form factors is in
qualitative correspondence with the VDM. The slopes of all
the form factors are positive (i.e., the form factors increase
with increasing mass of the lepton pair) and are of the correct
order of magnitude. The old data on the decays ir°—+e+e~y
and 77—>-e+e~7, which lead to negative and very large slopes,
have turned out to be erroneous, apparently because of (pri-
marily) a limited statistical base, the lack of really "clean"
experimental conditions, and the absence of radiative cor-
rections.

A quantitative analysis shows, however, that while the
form factor for the rj meson in decay (2.15) agrees quite well
with the VDM predictions within the experimental error, we
observe significant discrepancies with this model for the
conversion decays of the w° meson, (2.13), and of the a> me-
son (2.17).6) It is thus a natural first step to ask just what
accuracy we should expect of the VDM predictions.

There is no basis to expect that this simple model would
always give a good description of all physical processes.
Point interactions between the photons and the quark fields
may be manifested in several electromagnetic phenomena. A

situation of this sort is known to occur at least at large mo-
mentum transfer (in the deep inelastic region), in the produc-
tin of lepton pairs with large effective masses, and in yy colli-
sions. There may be some specific contributions from
individual quark diagrams which alter the naive estimates.
We should also take into account vector states with large
masses (a generalized VDM). There are well-known difficul-
ties in comparing various physical processes with the VDM
predictions, in connection with the extrapolation of data
from q2^m\ to q2^Q, etc. The general situation regarding
the validity of vector dominance is thus not very satisfac-
tory, and a specific analysis should be carried out in each
individual case.

Such an analysis has been carried out33 for the decays
P—>l +l~y.A. study was made of the dispersion relations for
the transition form factor

\ p Im Fp (s; 0; ml,)
— \ ds j-^ ±-' (2.34)

On the basis of data on e+e annihilation to hadrons, the
dispersion integral was broken up into two regions, a reso-
nance region (s<sl= 1.5 GeV2), approximated by the
VDM, and a region of higher states (s > sl), where QCD cal-
culations can be used:

resonant region

Im Fv (s; 0; ml,) ds

»i=l, 5 GeV2

+ 0(1,5-5%) (2.35)
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FIG. 14. Set of experimental data on the slopes of the electromagnetic
transition form factors of neutral mesons, [dF/d02],»_0,GeV~2. 1—The
decay22'25'10 i^^e+e~r; 2—the decay27-28 rj-^e+e'r, 3—the decay7

r/—*fi*fi~y; A—the decay8 if—*n*ii~y, 5—the decay9 co-+-n°fi+ p~; 6—
prediction of the VDM for the slope of the form factor of the 17 meson,
[d/',/d?2]^=0 = 1.8 GeV~2 (the VDM predictions for the other slopes
are very close to this value; see Table I).
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TABLE III. Experimental data on the transition form factors and branching ratios for conversion decays and comparison with theoretical models.

«
* Experimental data:

CO

£ </iB>EM(exptl.),10-'3cm

g Point particles (QED)

-̂  Vector dominance model

» QCD corrections to VDM33

§ QCD asymptotic behavior34-36

Dominance of triangle quark
anomalies37 (DTQA)

Quarkloopmodel31"2

(QLM),02 duality

Baryon loop model43 (BLM)

Potential model44

Model of bound qq pairs with
relativistic wave functions45

Nonlocal quark model
(NQM)46

Bag model47

77°^e+e"r (2.13)
Br

(1.25 ±0.04
±o.oi)-io-2

1.13 ±0.16

1.19-10-2

1.21-10-2

iV.BeV <

5.5 ± 1.6

0

1.7

77— *n+H~Y (2
Br

(3.1 +0.4HO-4

0.67 ± 0.07

2.1.10'4

(3.08-3.13)- 10"4

15)
VGeV-

1.9 ±0.4

0

1.8

7?'-^+yU-y (2.16)
Br bv,GeV~2

(8.9 + 2.4HO-5 1.7 + 0.4

0.63 ± 0.07

3.4-1Q-5 0

(7.0-8.7).Hr5 1.5

VDM holds within - 5-10% in the decays P->/ +/ ~ y.

The asymptotic behavior of the transition form factors for the Pyy vertex, which agrees
with QCD, joins smoothly with the VDM at small momentum transfer.

e0-~>-n°u+U-~ (2.17)
Br />„,„,, ,GeV~2

(9.6±2.3).10~5 2.4 ±0.2

0.75 ± 0.03

5.0-1Q-5 0

8-ur5 1.7

VDM should hold well for all these decays (better than on the average).

bp •s, ( 1/12) ( 1/m2 ) (mq is the effective mass of the quark). The Q 2 duality for the decays
P— »/ +/ "y with a quark mass mu = md = 250 MeV and QLM leads to results similar to the
VDM results.

bp =:( 1/12) (1/mJ,) =0.1 GeV~2 (mN is the mass of the nucleon). This model predicts
very small slopes for the form factors, in contradiction with experimental data.

1.24-10"2 -25 3.4-10-4 1.65 -

This model agrees with experimental data on the transition form factor in the decay
T]—>fi~l~/i~y. For the decay i7a—*e+e~y, this model is at odds with experiment, for the same
reasons as for the potential model of Ref. 44 (the pole is at if — m\ )

= 5.9-10-2eV
2.3

= 0.25 eV
2.6 r(ij'—>ti+[4 y) 1.6

= 17eV = 720 eV

The form factor \Fa^ (q2)\2 in the main q2 re-
gion is several times smaller than that in the
VDM (although it has the same slope b^f at
very small values of q2 ) . There is a sharp contra-
diction with experiment.

a) b AB = (dFAB/di?2),»=o is the slope of the transition form factor,
b) ^/</p 2

V B)E M = ^JftAB is the mean square "radius" of the structure of the A-B transition.
,_ c) For decays (2.15)-(2.17), the errors also include systematic errors.7"9 For the decay (2.13), the value b^> is given with statistical error only . 10

Q d) In the NQM model46, absolute values are given for the widths for conversion decays. The estimates of the branching ratios (relative probabilities) Br are

£T Br(jr°->e+e-}')NQM = 7.4-10~3, Br(7?'^/u
+^-j') NQM = 6.1-10"5,

w Br(<u->-?7il//-1>-)NOM =7.3-10-5, Br(7^/iV-)NQM =3.0.10""

(the total widths are from the data of Ref. 48).



[since we have ImFP (s) ~2v<5(my — s) in the resonance
region]. Although the second integral is not estimated very
accurately in QCD, it is important to note that this integral is
very small in comparison with the first expression. It can
thus be concluded that the corrections to vector dominance
for the meson form factors in the decays P—»7 +/ ~y do not
exceed 5-10%.

The QCD estimates thus show that the contribution of
the higher-lying states to the transition form factor for the
conversion decay s of the ty pe P—»• / + / ~ y is small and that the
VDM should be quite successful. This interpretation is con-
firmed by the results of a study of the decay 7}—>(j,+(j,~y.
However, data on the slope of the form factor of the ir° me-
son, which differ from the predictions of the VDM by a fac-
tor of about three, present a well-known difficulty for this
theory. There remains the unstudied question of how well
the resonance region can be approximated by simple pole
terms [see (2.35)]. The most important point to bear in
mind here, however, is that measurements of the transition
form factor of the if meson pose difficulties, as mentioned
above, and the corresponding experiments have to be repeat-
ed and refined.

We turn now to some possible mechanisms for the vio-
lation of the VDM in the decay co^nffi +fj,~, (2.17).

In Ref. 49 the transition can0 form factor was analyzed
by a dispersion method, with allowance for intermediate irir
states (yv^nrir—nr°<o; see Fig. 15). It follows from the uni-
tarity relation that the contribution from the amplitude of
the reaction irir—HOir0 must be taken into account in the
expression for the form factor. According to the VDM, this
amplitude is parametrized by the introduction of p poles in
the s, t, and u channels, leading to some modification of the
p-meson propagator in the transition form factor. Curve 2 in
Fig. 11 shows the results of calculations carried out on the
basis of this model. This curve agrees slightly better with the
experimental points than does the prediction of the simplep-
pole dominance, but the discrepancy with the experimental
data is still significant.

If we assume that the reason why the coir0 transition
form factor increases more rapidly with increasing qz than
the predictions based on the simple VDM is the contribution
of heavier vector states V ("generalized vector domi-
nance" ), and if (for simplicity) we consider only the nearest
state [which is apparently/?' (1600) ], then we would have

— i

(2.36)

From a comparison with experimental data on the form fac-
tor F^f (q2) in decay (2.17) we find a relation between in-
teraction constants:

<-(0,5-0,7)-fffi (2.37)

heavy vector states must be negative. This conclusion agrees
with the theoretical understanding based on an analysis of
the asymptotic behavior of the ir-meson form factors.50 Ac-
cordingly, some of the deviations from the VDM predictions
in the decay (2.17) can be explained, at least qualitatively,
on the basis of heavier vector mesons. Unfortunately, a mod-
el of this sort slightly contradicts the data on F(q2)a^> at
large values of q2 found in the reaction e+e~—*coir° (Ref. 30;
see Fig. 13 of the present paper). Accordingly, the behavior
of the transition form factor F^p (q2) requires further ex-
perimental and theoretical study.

d) Dynamic models for transition form factors

Up to this point, we have limited the theoretical discus-
sion of the transition form factors to a purely phenomenolo-
gical analysis based on the VDM and its possible generaliza-
tions. We would now like to turn to dynamic models for the
structure of mesons, and we would like to attempt to relate
the parameters of the transition form factors to characteris-
tic properties of these models. We should bear in mind, how-
ever, that estimates of this sort for light mesons are frequent-
ly quite approximate and in fact are more in the realm of
qualitative estimates.

1) Dominance of triangle quark anomalies*7

The decays P—»VV and V—»-PV of pseudoscalar and
vector mesons (including the radiative decays P—*2y,
P—fc-Vy, V—*-Py and the corresponding conversion decays)
were studied in Refs. 37 under the assumption that the am-
plitudes for these processes are dominated by triangle quark
anomalies (the DTQA hypothesis). Analysis of the behav-
ior of the transition form factors showed that incorporating
only the anomalous part of the triangle diagram leads to a
result for the decay amplitude which exactly reproduces the
vector-dominance result. For the transition form factors we
find, taking into account all vector mesons, the expression

1 (2.38)

In other words, the relative sign of the contributions of the
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FIG. 15. Feynman diagrams for the transition form factor for the <UJT°
vertex in the dispersion model of Ref. 49. a—Imaginary part of the form
factor and the unitarity relation; b—parametrization of the amplitude for
the reaction irir—nfa through a p pole in the t, u, and s channels. In the
model of Ref. 49, the real part of /"„,/. is found from a dispersion relation.
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V=p,ca, «?;2CV = 1 is the normalization). This expression
v

agrees with (2.10). Ivanov and Shekhter37 reach the qualita-
tive conclusion that vector dominance should be quite suc-
cessful in decays (2.13)-(2.17).

2) Quark triangle diagrams and Q2 duality3*-*2

A very interesting approach to the analysis of transition
form factors has been developed in Refs. 38—41. This ap-
proach is based on the concept of Q 2 duality, which had been
formulated earlier42 in an analysis of the total cross sections
for e+e~ annihilation. This duality establishes the equiv-
alence of two different descriptions of low-energy phenom-
ena: the purely phenomenological description based on vec-
tor dominance and the dynamic description based on the
model of triangle quark loops (with the masses of the con-
stituent quarks). According to the analysis of Refs. 38-41,
the Q2 duality agrees well with experimental data on the
transition form factor of the 77 meson.7 The transition form
factors in the decays P—>/ +/ ~y are given by the following
expression in the model of triangle quark loops with the
phenomenological point interaction ~g75 between a pseu-
doscalar meson and the constituent quarks (Fig. 16a):

F(<?2;0; ml,)

0,05 0,15 0,20
<72,GeV2

FIG. 16. Transition form factor of the t] meson and Q 2 duality, a—Feyn-
man diagram for decay (2.7) in the quark loop model; b—comparison of
experimental data on the form factor of the t] meson, \F^ (g2;0;m^) |2, in
decay (2.15) with predictions based on the triangle quark loop model.
Circles—Experimental data of Ref. 7 (Fig. 9); solid line—predictions of
the VDM; dashed line—results calculated in the quark loop model from
(2.42), in the "soft-meson" approximation, for the 77-meson wave function
\ij) = (l/VT)(uu + dd - ss) (i.e.,i?P ~ - 19°) and for the quark masses
mu = md = 0.25 GeV and m, = 0.35 GeV; dotted line—"double-count-
ing" model in which the dependence on q2 is found with allowance for
both the masses of the quarks and the propagator of the vector meson.38

1
l + (l/6)(mp/4mS) (2.39)

(we have initially considered the case of a quark loop with a
single flavor and with a quark mass mq). In the limit of
"soft" mesons (i.e., mp—»0, g2^0), which is frequently a
rather good approximation, we easily find from (2.39)

; 0; 0)(soft)
4m . 2arcsin2 -

6 4m| ~ + 12 mi

(2.40)

For real neutral pseudoscalar mesons which are super-
positions of quark loops with various flavors, the transition
form factors are

FP (?2; 0; TOP)

1 f •y gPqq"

q

f
L

, _ arcsin2 (/ga/2mq) n \
arcsin2 (mp/2mq) J ]

FP(?2; 0; 0)(Soft)

-(2
4mq

- arcsin2
2ma

(2.41)

,(2.42)

where mp is the mass of pseudoscalar meson P, wq is the
quark mass, gPqij are the constants of the coupling of the
meson with the quark loops, and 2q is the quark charge.

We now consider the 17 meson, represented as the quark
superposition 77 = (1 /J5 ) (uu + dd — ss). This superposi-
tion corresponds to a 77 — 77' mixing angle #P = — 19°, in
good agreement with new experimental data on this angle.51

Figure 16b shows transition form factors calculated for the
decay 77—>/z+ju~yin (2.15) in the VDM (solid line) and in
the triangle-quark-loop model, from (2.42), for quark
masses mu = md = 0.25 GeV and ms = 0.35 GeV (dashed
line). The theoretical predictions agree well with each other
and with the experimental data. These results depend rather
weakly on the assumption made in the calculations in con-
nection with the "soft-meson" approximation [i.e., the use
of (2.42) instead of (2.41)] and the value selected for the
mixing angle t?D. These predictions provide good confirma-
tion of the concept of Q2 duality and show that the two ap-
proaches to the description of the form factor are equivalent
and do not have to be used simultaneously. If we introduce a
q2 dependence due to the incorporation of both quark masses
and a propagator of the vector meson (a "double count"),
we find that this theoretical form factor has too steep a slope
(the dashed curve in Fig. 16b), contradicting experimental
data.
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In connection with attempts to introduce a large char-
acteristic mass in the physics of 77 mesons (Sec. 3), a model
of baryon loops43 has also been considered. To some extent,
this model resurrects the old "prequark" approach to the
electromagnetic decays of hadrons. In this model the pho-
tons are emitted directly by a virtual nucleon loop, and the
following expressions is found for the slope of the form fac-
tor:

(2.43)
q2s=o 12 mj,

(mN is the mass of the nucleon).
The baryon-loop model thus leads to a very small slope

for the form factors in the decays P—>l +l~y, completely at
odds with the experimental results. The model is also com-
pletely unsatisfactory from the theoretical standpoint, since
it is meaningless to talk about a point interaction of a photon
and a baryon loop. At any rate, it should be noted that the
electromagnetic transition form factors of the neutral me-
sons make it possible to sense the effective mass of the struc-
tural elements of hadrons, and this mass turns out to be
much smaller than the masses of the baryons.

3) QCD asymptotic behavior of the transition form factors;
vector dominance

It obviously cannot be claimed that the results calculat-
ed on the triangle quark diagrams discussed in the preceding
subsection constitute an accurate quantitative description of
the form factors of conversion decays. The concept of Q2

duality developed in that subsection is more a qualitative
than a quantitative model. Unfortunately, it is not possible
to carry out more-systematic QCD calculations in the range
of momentum transfer characteristic of P—*/+/ ~y decays.
Such calculations can, however, be carried out at rather
large values of q2 (Ref. 34). As we will see below, this ap-
proach turns out to be useful in the analysis of P—>•/+/ ~~ de-
cays, where the behavior of the form factors over the entire
region of virtual momentum transfer is important. Babu and
Ma35 also took an asymptotic QCD approach to the analysis
of the form factors in the decays P—>l +1 ~yand found that it
was possible to establish an additional connection with vec-
tor dominance.

Following Babu and Ma,35 we first consider the decay
ir°—>e+e~y. The asymptotic behavior of the transition form
factor for this process is described at large q2 in perturbative
QCD by

2/n
(0; 0; | (2.44)

here /„<> = 93 MeV is the constant of the ir—>-(iv decay, and
the quantity / (0;0; m2 ) is related to the probability for the
ir°—*ry decay,

T (n° TV) = 1 0; ml) \*m3
n,

We thus find |/(0;0;m2)| = (2.76 ±0.10)-1()-4 MeY"1.
On the other hand, in the spirit of the approach involving
vector dominance we would have F^(q2) = [1 — (q2/m2

es)
] ~~ '. Comparing these two expressions in the limit q2— * oo we
find7'

2/n
I / (0; 0; i

• = 821 ±15 MeV. (2.45)

This result agrees with the value expected from VDM:
mfS7zmp = 769 MeV (although the experimental value is
different, m'jf' =;430 + 65 MeV, as we mentioned earlier).
For the 77 meson the asymptotic expression for the transition
form factor in QCD is

X |/(0; 0;m?|) I"1. (2.46)

Comparing with Fn (q
2) = [ 1 - (q2/m2

ce) ] ~', we find81

m$ = ^Mcos0P —2V r 2s in0 P ) | / (0 ; 0; mjj) I'1

= 827 ±35 MeV. (2.47)

This value of meff agrees well with both the VDM and ex-
perimental data,7 which yield m'ff = 720 + 90 MeV [see
(2.27)].

A QCD study has also been made of the behavior of
F*(q\'> Qi'> m*) at large spacelike (and equal) values36 q\
= q\ = — Q2- The following expression was found:

5 <xs (@
a) JL_ rn% \

" 6 " n ~ 9 ~ Q r ) (2.48)

It was also shown that the range of applicability of this
expression corresponds to g2>0.5 GeV2; here
as(Q

2) = 4ir/b In (Q 2/A2) is the "constant" of the strong
interaction in QCD, and the parameter values are As 0.1
GeV and m0 si GeV.

Figure 1 7 shows 4> ( Q 2 ) as a function of Q 2 in the QCD
approximation, (2.48), and in the VDM, <I>(22)vDM

] ~2. We see from Fig. 17 that in the region Q2~0.5 GeV the
two approximations converge.

These examples show that the asymptotic behavior of
the transition form factors, which agrees with the predic-
tions of QCD for large q2, joins in a natural way with the

0.5 1,0 1,5 2,0

FIG. 17.4>(Q2) =F^,( -Q2;-e2;0)asafunctionofe2(Ref.36).l—
QCD calculations [see (2.48)]; 2— VDM.
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predictions of the VDM in the region of a small momentum
transfer (as is characteristic of conversion decays).

4) Other dynamic models

We now consider some theoretical ideas which have
been proposed for describing transition form factors in the
conversion decays of mesons. Bergstrom and Snellman44

studied a potential model in which the light mesons are de-
scribed as bound states of quarks with effective masses ;s 300
MeV. They carried out calculations in the lowest approxi-
mation in QCD, ignoring the gluon corrections. Since the
form factor is normalized by the condition FP (q2 = 0) = 1,
there is the hope that the gluon corrections will not greatly
change the results of these calculations. In the static limit the
following expression was derived for the form factor of the rj
meson:

Here we have Br(i7^tt+
/w~7) ~3.3-10~4, and the slope of

the transition form factor is (dF^/dq2) f ...0 ^ (\/2)m2^
= 1.65 GeV~2. This result does not contradict experimen-

tal data, although, on the whole, the experimental results
agree better with the VDM than with this potential model
(Fig. 18).

An interesting qualitative feature of Bergstrom and
Snellman's approach44 is the idea that we should see signifi-
cant deviations of the behavior of the transition form factors
from the VDM predictions in conversion decays in the re-
gion of the maximum momentum transfer. As we see from
Fig. 18, this region corresponds in the case of rj mesons to
values q2 > 0.26 GeV2, where we have no experimental data
on the form factor Frj(q

2) because of the limited statistical
base. However, this conclusion does not have a really solid

o,-so

FIG. 18. Comparison of experimental data on the electromagnetic transi-
tion form factor of the r; meson, \F^ (g2;0;m*) |2, in decay (2.15) with the
predictions of several theoretical models. Solid line 1—fit of experimental
databy Eqs. (2.26) and (2.27);dashedline2—VDM; dotted line 3—nonlo-
cal quark model46; dashed line 4—potential model of Ref. 44; dot-dashed
line 5—coupled-state model45 (q2 is given in units of GeV2).

basis. The existence of a pole at m2, (and not in the mass
region of the vector mesons) is apparently a short-coming of
this model, caused by approximations made in it. Specifical-
ly, the model must be drastically modified at the limiting
values of q2. We should also recall that although the poten-
tial models are a good approximation for nonrelativistic
heavy quarkonia no claim is made that they give a quantita-
tive description of light mesons. In particular, for tr° mesons
Bergstrom and Snellman's model44 predicts completely in-
correct results, in stark contradiction of experimental data
on the form factor.

Kozlov et a/.45 calculated the transition form factors for
the decays P—>•/ +/ ~y in a single-time formulation of quan-
tum field theory, with relativistic wave functions for the
bound quark-antiquark states, described by a quasipotential
equation. They examined a one-gluon-exchange quasipoten-
tial and a blocking oscillator-type potential. They derived
general expressions for the transition form factors for the
decays w°—>e+e~7and II^IJ,+H~Y. This model agrees with
experimental data on the form factor of the rj meson (Fig.
18). A distinctive feature of this model is the prediction of a
possibly nonmonotonic behavior of the transition form fac-
tor with increasing q2: At a very small momentum transfer,
q2/m2

e <0.1, the form factor initially falls off slightly, drop-
ping below unity, but later it begins to rise. The magnitude of
this effect is governed by the shape of the wave function of a
bound state of a quark and an antiquark, while the effect
itself is a manifestation of the structure of the meson. Esti-
mates show that this unusual behavior (if it actually occurs)
of the transition form factor could in principle be observed in
fl-°—>-e+e~y decays with a very large statistical base.

Efimov et al. and Dineikhan et a/.46 have described a
nonlocal quark model (NQM) which is a self-consistent,
relativistic, quantum-field bag model in which the quarks
exist in a virtual state. The hadrons, which are bound quark
formations, interact with each other through the exchange
of quarks. In this model, with two adjustable parameters
characterizing the quark fields, it is possible to find a unified
description of many hadronic processes.

The decays P—»/+/ ~yanda>—>-7r0l +l~ have been stud-
ied in the NQM, and expressions have been derived for the
transition form factors and their slopes at q2 ~ 0. The results
of the corresponding calculations are shown in Table III and
Figs. 10, 11, and 18, where these results can be compared
with experimental results and the predictions of other mod-
els.

We will also mention an attempt47 to describe the tran-
sition form factor of the a)ir° vertex in the conversion decay
<y—»7r(V+

/u~ by means of a bag model. It turned out that in
this model the square of the form factor is several times
smaller than in the VDM and disagrees badly with experi-
mental data9 on \Fmvo (q2)\2.

3. HIGHER-ORDER ELECTROMAGNETIC LEPTONIC DECAYS

In this section we consider higher-order electromagnet-
ic decays of mesons in which a lepton pair is bound to a
hadronic vertex by two virtual y rays. The Feynman dia-
grams in Figs. 19 and 24 show examples of such decays. The
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FIG. 19. Feynman diagrams for the electromagnetic decays of pseudosca-
lar mesons P. a—P—*2y; b—P-W +l~y; c—P—»•/+/ ~; d—unitarity rela-
tion for P—>/+ / ~ decays; e—the decay P-*/ + / ~ in the VDM (both of the y
rays are coupled with the P through vector mesons; 3 in Table IV); f—the
same, but only one y ray is coupled with the P through vector mesons (4 in
Table IV); g—with contribution of intermediate yy, qq, and qq> state in
the dispersion relation for X( m\ ) (10 in Table IV) .40

first process of this type which has been discovered and stud-
ied experimentally52 is the decay 17— »3u+

/u~.

a) Leptonic decays of pseudoscalar mesons,

1) General description

The rare electromagnetic decays of pseudoscalar me-
sons,

(3.1)

are fourth-order electromagnetic processes, intimately relat-
ed to the radiative decays P— *2y, which occur in second or-
der in the electromagnetic interaction, and with third-order
conversion decays, P—>l+l~y (Figs. 19a-19c). We recall
that the matrix element of the Pyy transition is given for real
or virtual photons by

M (P 9\\ P2); (3.2)

here ql and q2 are the 4-momenta of the photons; eis and e^
are their polarization vectors; and P is the 4-momentum of
the pseudoscalar meson (P = qt + q2; we will be using the
notation P2 =s). The coupling constant /^ is chosen to
satisfy the form-factor normalization condition

FP(0; 0; mp) = l. (3.3)

The branching ratio for decay (3. 1 ) can be written

Br (P -v

= Br(P

«-)=•
r (P -* ;+r)

r (P -+• all channels )

(3.4)

herej" = ml/mp;^= Vl — 4£2;and Y and ̂  are the imagi-
nary (absorptive) and real (dispersive) parts of the dimen-
sionless reduced amplitude of the decay P— »/ +/ ~.

From the unitarity relation which expresses the imagi-
nary part of the amplitude Y'm terms of the amplitude for the
two-y decay P-*2y (Fig. 19d) we have14-53

(3.5)

We can now directly derive a lower limit on the branching
ratio for the decay P— >•/ +/ ~ — the so-called unitary bound-
ary or unitary limit:

Br (jt<W e+e-)> Br (n°->- e+e") U, = 4,75-lQ-8, (3.6)

Br (n-v |i+|i-)> Br (n-v |x+n-) Uit

= Br(T)-v2v)-1.07-10-6=4.0- lO"6, (3.7)

Br (TI->- e+e-)> Br (f\->- e+e~) |»nit

= Br (TI-V 2v)-4.5-10-8=1.7.10-9. (3.8)

Because of the small mass mc , electronic decays of the pseu-
doscalar mesons are strongly supressed by helici* onserva-
tion. For the total branching ratio for decay / we have
the expression

The real part of the decay amplitude, X, diverges logarithmi-
cally for a point vertex, and calculations on this part of the
amplitude must incorporate a cutoff, which is determined by
the structure of the vertex, i.e., by the form factor FP (q\ ; q\ ;
m\).

The dispersive amplitude has been derived theoretically
in several studies; the results are shown in systematic form in
Table IV. In the first studies in this direction, the structure of
the PYY vertex was described by phenomenological structure
functions or by form factors in the VDM, etc. More recently,
however, we see a systematic approach to this prob-
lem,35'40-54'59 based to a large extent on experimental data on
the transition form factors in P— »•/ + / ~ y decays, discussed in
the preceding section.

The structure of the form factor FP (q] ; q\ ; m\ ) could,
in fact, be studied experimentally in the spacelike region in
experiments with colliding e+e~ beams in the reactions
e+e~— *e+e~y*}/*-^-e+e~P, i.e., in collisions in which the
squares of the momentum transfers, q\ and q\, would be
fixed in a detection of secondary e+ and e~ particles (a dou-
ble "tagging" of virtual photons). Unfortunately, no such
data are available at this point, and apparently we cannot
expect to see any in the near future because of the small
values of the corresponding differential cross sections (espe-
cially at large values of q\ and q\ ).

It may, however, be required that the form factors
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TABLE IV. Theoretical models for P—<•! +l~ decays.

Model

1. Ref. 55 (1959).

2. Ref. 56 (1960).

3. Ref. 14 (1968). VDM.
Both virtual y rays are cou-
pled with the P through vec-
tor mesons (Fig. 19e).

4. Ref. 14 (1968). Only a sin-
gle Y ray is coupled with the
meson through a virtual vec-
tor meson (Fig. 190.

5. Ref. 43 (1972). Baryon
loop model. Correction of
Ref. 40(1983).

The form factor F f (q\ ;q\ is) for the Vyy vertex

A dispersion relation without a subtraction in the variables is used for the estimate
of X. A phenomenological cutoff is introduced for the form factor:

I I , s < A2, The physical meaning of the cutoff
(0,0,s) =

0, j > A , parameter A is not determined.

The phenomenological form factor
FP( ?

2 ; 9
2 ;mp)=A2/(A2-9

2- ? f ) .
It follows from data on P—>/+ / ~ y that we should have A ~ m .

a) Model with a single vector meson with a mass mv in the intermediate state:

b) Vector dominance model (VDM):

Ff(q\\ ?I; "'!>)= S («pw/2gvv)x

V=p, 0), <f

X [1 - (tf/mV)]-1 [1 - (9l/m^)]-i [ ^ (?Pvv/2^Vv) 1 " ' •
V=p, 0), <f

For the r\ meson in the SU5 approximation with a mixing angle i?P =0:

The result depends weakly on the exact value of t?p .

a) In a model with a single vector meson for

b) In the VDM:

V=p, (i), <p

V=p, 0),

This model leads to a form factor in the decay P—>/"""/ yofFP (q2;Q;m\ ) withaslope
df/d^l^-.o = ( l /12)mN 2 = 0.1 GeV~2, which is in sharp contradiction with ex-
perimental data on 77—•// +fi ~ y and 77°—>e+e ~ y.

Estimate of |JT|V|r|2

|Ar|2/ |y|2SlatA>1.6GeV.
The behavior of

as a function of A is shown in Fig. 20.

The behavior of

as a function of A is shown in Fig. 20.
\X\2/\Y 2>latA>1.6GeV

a) Model with a single vector meson:

,yi, ( 0,06, V=p,
-!—!— — < 0,09, V = o>,'y'' io,2t , v=,:

b) VDM:
DFor TI -+ u+u-, X (SU8; VDM) =
= (3/2) [X (p) + (l/9) X (a>)_(4/9)X(tp)],

|XI»/|1T~ 10-2(VDM; SU3);
2) for n° -* e+e-, I X I V l ^ l 2 « 0,4

This model leads to a form factor
P->/+/ ~rFT (q2;0;ml with a slope

df 1 1
2 mj

1 AF
2 d?s 0; VDM.

This result contradicts experimental data on the
decay 17—*fi+/j,~y.

the numerical errors of the calculations of Ref. 43
were corrected, the following value was found in
the same model:

1,67,
0,08, n° -»- e+e-

J£|> _f
|y|«" I
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TABLE IV.(continued)

Model

6. Ref. 37 (1980). The model
of dominance of triangle
quark anomalies.

7.Ref. 46(1980,1981).Non-
local quark model.

8. Ref. 35 (1982). Vector
dominance and QCD (the
model satisfies the QCD
asymptotic limit).

9.Ref.57(1982).Relativistic
model of bound quark states.

The form factor Ff (g] ;q\ ;i) for the fff vertex

It has been shown that for the form factors of pseudoscalar mesons in conversion
decays this model is very similar to the VDM ( Subsection 2d 1 ) . Calculations ofX for
P— >/ +/ ~ decays have been carried out with the form function

-1 [1 - (91K,)]-1 + [1 - (

+(1/2){[1 -(

l-1 [1 -

[5 =

s 1.5; the lower sign corresponds to 77').

In the nonlocal quark model, the quarks exist in virtual states, and hadrons interact
exclusively with quarks. The structure factors are determined by corresponding
quark diagrams. The predictions for the form factors for conversion decays are
quite close to the VDM results (Subsection 2d4).

FP(gl; ?I;

here the form factor for the decay P—>/ +/ 7y is

According to the VDM and the QCD asymptotic predictions we have
mrf = 821 ± 15 MeV for u° mesons and m^, = 827 ± 35 MeV for the rj meson
(mrf is an effective mass in the VDM) (Subsection 2d3).

I and satisfies the asympto-
| tic predictions.oo;

mltl

In the static limit the form factor in this model is
*•£"*(<# 9|; mf,) = mj>[mf,-?f-9i]-i.

The incorporation of higher-order corrections in QCD leads to
,-gf-?l)-i.
oo ) = 3/2.N(g2,0) is given as aThe ay mptotic behavior is W(?j—> oo ;0) =

curve in that paper.
Thepolein.Fp(rf;0;mJ) asy2-*-/^ is a shortcoming of the bound-state model. A
more accurate expression for the form factor is

Estimate of \X\2/\Y \2

The results of the calculations are
0,29, n° -.
0,03, T] -.

\X\*/\Y\* 2,05, t) -
0,50, tj'
6,64, t]'

The calculation results are

0,17,
0,98,
1,30,
1,0,
4,62,

n»-

0,32, n» -
1 -

«0,
= 2,8,

0,3,
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Model

10. Ref. 40 (1983). Model of
quark triangle diagrams
with constituent quark
masses.

11. Refs. 39 and 62
(1983,1984). Quark loops
with constituent quarks, Q2

duality, dispersion relations.
Note: The dimensionless
amplitude R used in Refs. 39
and 62 is related to our am-
plitudes X and Y by
ReR(s) = irX(s),
ImR(s) = trY(s)

The form factor FP (q2;ql -,s) for the Pyy vertex

An expression for FP (q2;Q;ml ) was derived, and the concept of Q2 duality was
confirmed ( Subsection 2d2 ) . A calculation of X( m p ) wa carried out with the help of
a dispersion relation without a subtraction:

\- P)-— P

The intermediate states ff, qq, and qqy were taken into account ( Fig. 1 9g ) . Direct
calculations of the amplitude^ ( P— »/ + / ~ ) for a quark loop in the soft-meson approx-
imation (m p — fO) and by a numerical integration by the Monte Carlo method were
also reported. It was shown that calculations in the soft meson approximation yield
incorrect results for the decay P— »/ +/ .

Calculation of the real part of the amplitude for the decay w0— >e+e for triangle
quark diagrams in various versions of the VDM ( in accordance with Q 2 duality, for
mv =;2mq ). A dispersion relation in s with a subtraction was also used to estimate
the real part of the amplitude:

It was shown that

X<PL>(mf>) r < 1).

"Soft-meson" Due to interme-
approximation diate YY states

Due to interme-
diate states with
hadrons

For the decay ir°->e+e- we have X(ml) = ( l / f f )[3 ln(me/A) +ln2(m,/m,)]
where A is a cutoff parameter (m2 <m2 < A2). It was concluded that the real part of
the amplitude depends on only the cutoff parameter A (the dependence is logarith-
mic), not on the detailed behavior of the form factor. For A =; mp the result X( m 2

T)
= (\/ir)( - 22 + 31) = (1/V)(9 ± 2)wasfound,inagreementwiththeVDMpredic-

tions. For the real part of the amplitudes for the decays 97—>-fi +fi ~ and 77—»e+e ~ the
following relations were found:

< > - V^- K) = l/« I + 12 ±

-30 ±2], -I

21. I

Estimate of |A-|2/|r|2

0,23, n« ->- e+e-_ r 0,23, ji'
~~t 0,27, t)

For the decay 17°—>e+e we have \X 2/
\ Y |2 = 0.26 ± 0.12. Agreement with experiment
onBr(jr°->e+e-)[see(3.13)and(3.14)] requires
choosing the value A = 4 • 105 GeV. Such a cutoff
parameter, however, leads to X 2/\Y\2^100,for
the decay i)—*/4+/j,~ in sharp contradiction with
experimental results.
For the decay 17—+n*n~, the model leads to the
value \X\*/\Y\2xQ.3± 0.3 (forreasonable values
of the cutoff parameter), in good agreement with
experiment.
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Model

12. Ref. 58 (1982). Model
with direct fyy coupling.
See also the 1984 discussion
(Refs. 59 and 60).

13. Ref. 61 (1984). Quark
model, soft-meson approxi-
mation.

14. Ref. 41 (1984). Model of
triangle quark loops.

15. Ref. 36 (1982,1984)
QCD.

The form factor Fr(q\;q^\s) for the Vyy vertex

Estimate of X(s ) for a model with direct Vyy coupling through a dispersion relation
with a subtraction at s = 0. The calculations were carried out under the assumption
of a form factor f(0;0,.s) = 1 over the entire range of s (not only at s — ml ).
In Ref. 59 this model was criticized ( the authors did not agree with this criticism; see
Ref. 60) : It was shown that the assumptions made are equivalent to writing the form
factor in the form

Then forP—>-/+/-)'we would have .Fp^jOjm2,) = [1 —^Vm2,]"2; i.e., the form
factor does not agree with the VDM c. with experimental data. For large q2 the
result is FP <xq~4, not q~2 as predicted by QCD.

The soft-meson approximation (s— >0) was used to calculate X. The form factor in
this case is

i

0

( /, = 93 MeV is the constant of the decay ir—>-fj.v, mq is the mass of a constituent
quark).

1

0

(here/) is the 4 momentum of P).
For the decay P— »/ +/ ~y in the "soft-meson" limit, the result is

Q

(mq is the mass of the quarks).

The behavior of Fj, ( q\ ;q\ ;mj« ) is determined in QCD for large spacelike, and equal,
values q\ = q\ = - Q 2 [see (2.48) ] .

(CM. (2.48))

Estimate of \X\2/\Y |2

The predictions of the model are

{ 0,25 — 0,5, t) ->- u+u-,
4,3, n -H-eV,
3,2, n»-*e+e-

The results of the calculation are

ixivms={ I;7' ^Hei-"'
The soft-meson approximation is apparently in-
correct for an analysis of the decay40 P + 1 +l ~.

For the decay u°— >e+e~

mq, MeV \X\'/\Y\*

100 3,52
150 0,39
200 0,32
250 0,28
300 0,24
350 0,21

For the decay it0— *e+e~, the result is
1 V 1 S / 1 V 1 9 /^* A O|A | / | J ] >5J UjO

(M. B. Voloshin)!



Fp (q2, ;q\;m\) which are used in theoretical calculations of
the real part (X) of the reduced amplitude for decay (3.1)
satisfy the following conditions59:

1 ) At small values of q\ (q\ ), the form factorsFp (q2; 0;
nip ) must be described by the VDM, as experiments have
demonstrated; i.e., we must have Ff (q\; 0; mp)

where \^mpFP(q\; q\, m\)

2) At large q2, as is shown by QCD calculations, the
transition form factor must have the asymptotic form (Sec-
tions 2b and 3 )

Ff(ql; 0; *; (r-q*); mf,] oc J^..

These restrictions on the form factor FP (q\; q\; m\ )
turn out to be sufficient to lead to quite reliable estimates of
the dispersive amplitude X.

Analysis of the theoretical results in Table IV shows
that under the conditions listed above the expected value of
the ratio \X |2/| Y |2 for the decays

T]-^ n+u-, (3.10)
no^e+e- (3.11)

is quite small (only these decays have been studied experi-
mentally; see Table IV, 3, 6-11, 14, and 15). This result
means that the branching ratios for such decays should not
substantially exceed the unitary limit.

We turn now to the experimental data. Table V shows
the results of four experiments on the decays (3.10) and
(3.11).

2) The decay *i-+p +p, ~

The decay (3.10) was first detected in 1969 in an experi-
ment by Hyams et a/.52 (1 in Table V), and the value of
Br(r}->-p+fj.-) = (2.2 ±0.8) • 10~5 was found for its
branching ratio. This value is several times the unitary limit
in (3.7) and corresponds to the larger ratio \X |2/| Y |2^2.5-
6.5. The only way to explain this dominant contribution of
the dispersive amplitude X is to have a cutoff parameter of a
few gigaelectronvolts for this logarithmically divergent am-
plitude ( Fig. 20 ) . As a rule, however, such large characteris-
tic masses lead to very small slopes for the form factor for the
conversion decay rj—>-/j.+fj.~y, in direct contradiction of ex-
periment. As we saw in Subsection 3al, any reasonable as-
sumptions regarding the structure of the rjyy vertex which
are consistent with experiment lead to a small contribution
of the real part of the amplitude, (3.10). Consequently, the
experimental results of Ref. 52 pose serious difficulties in a
theoretical interpretation.

New experiments on the i)—+fi+fi~ have been carried
out at the Serpukhov accelerator in experiments with the
Lepton-G apparatus, and other rare electromagnetic decays
have been studied simultaneously. As before, the source of
the 77 mesons was the charge-exchange reaction ir~p-+rjn.

In the processing of the data, there was a selection of
events with two hard muons formed in the target of the appa-
ratus and not accompanied by additional charged-particle
tracks from the interaction vertex. A further requirement is
that there be no y or hadron showers in the hodoscopic y

spectrometer of the Lepton apparatus (Fig. 6); i.e., the y
spectrometer was used in an "anticoincidence" mode with a
low energy threshold (0.5 GeV for a y ray).

For the final analysis, events with kinematics corre-
sponding to the exclusive reaction ir~p—>-fj.+fj,~n were se-
lected, and the effective-mass spectrum of the muon pairs
was studied. As can be seen from Fig. 21, this spectrum is
dominated by events of the reaction

> (o>) n.

In the region of the rj meson in the spectrum there is a peak
corresponding to the decay rj—*(i+(i~. The width of this
peak is determined by the instrumental resolution, and its
mass is 551 + 4 MeV, in agreement with the tabulated value
for the 77 meson. The peak contains 27 + 8 events of decay
(3.10) and emerges more than five standard deviations
above the background.

A study of events of the more intense decay rj—>// +fi~y
in (2.15) (see Subsection 2bl) was carried out at the same
time as the study of process (3.10) on the same apparatus. It
thus became possible to study in detail the background con-
ditions for the detection of decay (3.10) and to measure its
branching ratio reliably. The background below the ^-me-
son peak is physical in nature and can be described in the
VDM as a direct process in which muon pairs are produ-
ced.The decay ri—>fj,+fi~y (and also in-flight decays of IT
mesons accompanied by the production of muons) is of neg-
ligible importance.

To determine the relative probability for the decay
v—*(j, +fi ~, the data were normalized to the number of events
(2.15) detected simultaneously, and the quantity
BT(ti^fi+fi~Y) = (3.1) ±0.4) • 10~4, determined earlier,
was used. The efficiency of the apparatus for decays (2.10)
and (2.15) was calculated by the Monte Carlo method. The
branching ratio for decay (3.10) found as the result is

Br (TI-V u.+u-) = (6,5 ± 2,l)-10-«. (3.12)

This value is smaller than the value found previously by a
factor of three. In comparing the results of the two experi-
ments on the decay 77—^+/x~ one should bear in mind that
the Serpukhov data are more reliable since they are normal-
ized on the basis of the well-known branching ratio for the
conversion decay rj—>-/j:+fi~y (Subsection 2bl). Further-
more, in the experiments carried out at CERN to measure
the branching ratio for the decay63/?—*(i+fj.~, at the same
time and on the same apparatus as for the study of decay
(3.10), the branching ratio Er(p—>-/j, + f t ~ )
= (0.97 + 0.31) • 10~4 was found. This value is substan-

tially higher than the worldwide average48

Br( p-+l +l~) = (0.428 ± 0.045) • 10~4. There is accord-
ingly the suggestion that there is a general systematic error
in the normalization in the experiments of Refs. 52 and 63
which leads to overestimates of the branching ratios for the
decays M—>-/+/~.

The result in (3.12) can thus be used as a final value for
the relative probability for the decay 17—>•// +fj- ~. This value
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TABLE V. Experimental studies of the decays P->/ +1'

Study and particular
decay

1. *« (1969), CERN,

2.Ref.54(1980),IHEF,
Serpukhov, i]—*fi.+(i~

3. "(1978), CERN,
n° -» e+e-

4. "(1982), Los
Alamos,

n« -> e+e-

Summary of experimental appara-
tus

Magnetic spectrometer with opti-
cal spark chambers; detection of
charged particles; identification of
muons and measurement of their
momentum.

Lepton-G apparatus (Subsection
2bl; Fig. 6) . Magnetic spectrometer
with proportional and wire spark
chambers and a multichannel f
spectrometer. Detection of muons
and Y ravs and measurement of
their energies. The same apparatus
which was used for the study of the
decay i}—*fi+/*~ was used at the
same time for a study of the decay
77— *H+IL~Y, making it possible to
achieve good background condi-
tions and to achieve a reliable nor-
malization of the branching ratio
for the decay.

Magnetic spectrometer with wire
spark chambers and gas-filled
Cherenkov counters for identifying
electrons and measuring their mo-
menta (Subsection 2bl; Fig. 5 ) . The
source of the "tagged" ir° mesons is
the in-flight decay K+— >ir+u°.
The same apparatus which was
used for the study ofir°->e't"e~ was
used for a simultaneous study of
the intense decay tf— *e+e~-f. The
results are important for studying
the background conditions.

Vf agnetic spectrometer with pro-
x>rtional chambers and gas-filled
"herenkov counters for identifying
electrons and measuring their mo-
menta. The experiments were car-
ried out in an intense ir~-meson
beam at the LAMPF meson fac-
tory. The IT-"— >e+e" events detect-
ed are poorly distinguishable above
the background.

Number of
events of the de-
cay P->/+/-

18±6

27±8
(Fig. 21)

-6
(CM. Fig. 22)

59±21
(CM. Fig. 23)

Br (P -» in-)

(2,2±0,8).10-6

(6,5+2,1). 10-6

( the indicated errors
are at the 90% confi-
dence level}

(1.8±0,6±0,3).10-7

of the branching ratio agrees well with the theoretical esti-
mates mentioned earlier and it completely eliminates the
"problem" of the large real part of the amplitude for decay
(3.10).

3) The decay ir°-*e +e ~

The branching ratios for the electromagnetic decays of
pseudoscalar mesons accompanied by the emission of an
electron pair are (as mentioned earlier) strongly suppressed
in comparison with those for muon decays because of heli-

city conservation. Because of the very small branching ratio
for the electron decays, the best change for success is in a
search for decays (3.11), since very intense sources of -n°
mesons are available, especially at meson factories at low
energies. At this writing, two such experiments have been
carried out (3 and 4 in Table V).

In the first,64 carried out at CERN at the same time as a
study of the conversion decays ir°^e+e~y (Subsection
2bl), the source of the tagged w° mesons consisted of the
decays
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Br (11° -* e+e-) = (2,23If:D • 10~», (3.13)

FIG. 20. The ratio of decay probabilities T(i)^-f
function of the mass of the vector meson in models of the VDM type or of
the characteristic mass (the cutoff parameter) in the phenomenological
models.14 1—Model of Ref. 55 (1 in Table IV); 2—model of Ref. 56 (2 in
TableIV); 3—modelofRef. 14 (3inTableIV);4—modeofRef. 14 (4in
Table IV); 5—unitary limit, (3.7).

K* decays

e+e~ (7)

in flight. We recall that the y rays are not detected directly
but are instead reconstructed from the kinematics. Figure
22a shows the hard part of the spectrum of electron pairs, for
0.9< (x = me+e- /mn<> ) < 1.06, in a two-dimensional plot in
which the quantity plotted along the second coordinate is
the energy found from the "y ray" from the decay
K+— »7r+ + (ir°— >-e+e~y) as the result of a fit. A compari-
son of the measured spectrum with the results of Monte
Carlo calculations (Fig. 22, b-d) for the process 7r°-*e+e~
and for the most important background processes,
fl-°— +e+e~y and K+ —*ir+ e+ e~ , led the authors to the con-
clusion that there is an excess of 5.6 events above the expect-
ed background (1.4events) in the region 0.94<;t< 1.02 (i.e.,
at the mass of the -n° meson ) . This excess was interpreted as a
manifestation of the decay JT°— »e+e~. The estimated
branching ratio is

GeV

FIG. 21. Mass spectrum of /J. *fj. pairs in reaction (2.24) (Ref. 54). The
arrow shows the tabulated mass of the 57 meson. Dashed curve—result of a
fit of the background; A'—number of events per 20-MeV mass interval;
hatched peak—the decay 77—*(i+/j.~.

where the errors are purely statistical and correspond to a
90% confidence level. This value is about two standard de-
viations above the unitary limit, (3.6).

Another experiment on decay (3.11) was carried out at
the LAMPF meson factory (at Los Alamos).65 The source
of the w° mesons was the charge-exchange reaction
ir~p—nr°n at a primary-pion energy of 300 MeV.The decay
ir°—»e+e~ was detected by means of a wide-aperture spec-
trometer with proportional chambers and gas-filled Cheren-
kov counters for identifying electrons.The total flux of ir~
mesons passed through the target of the apparatus during
the experiment was 2.4 • 1013 particles. Events of the type
7T~p—>e+e~ with a total energy > 290 MeV of the two elec-
trons were selected for analysis. There turned out to be 1330
candidate events of this type; the effective-mass spectrum of
the e+e~ pairs was determined for them. This spectrum is
due primarily to the background from conversion decays
ir°—»e+e~y, from decays ir°-*2y with an external conver-
sion of the y rays in the target material, and also random
coincidences. A careful analysis of the results and a compari-
son with Monte Carlo calculations led the authors to assert
that they observed an excess above the background in the
mass region of the ir° meson, corresponding to 59 + 29
events of the decay 77°—«-e+e~ (Fig. 23). The value found for
the branching ratio as a result is

Br (it0-* e+e-) = [1.8 ± 0.6 (statist.) ± 0.3 (syst. )].1Q-7.

(3.14)

This value agrees with the results of the earlier experiment64

and is almost four times the unitary limit, (3.6). Such a large
branching ratio is difficult to explain on the basis of the exist-
ing theory for decay (3.11) (Table IV), but it must be kept
in mind that the experimental data are not yet really con-
vincing and require further refinement. For this reason, the
results in (3.13) and (3.14) should be regarded as more in
the way of upper limits on Br (w°—K:+ e ~) , corresponding to
a value < (4-5) • 10~7 (90% confidence level).

Nevertheless, hypotheses have already been advanced
which have the large branching ratio for w°—»e+ e" resulting
from new anomalous interactions.57 Analysis shows that the
possible contribution of neutral weak currents is at the level
Br(77-°-*e+e~) ~ 10~15, while mechanisms involving the ex-
change of an axion lead to Br(ir°—>-e+e~)axion ~5 • 10~n.
Consequently, if the large value for Be(fl-°—»e+e~) is con-
firmed by new experiments, it might be worthwhile to look
for manifestations of more-exotic mechanisms here. At pres-
ent, at least one more experiment on the decay w0—»e+e~ is
being carried out at CERN.66 So far, the preliminary results
of this experiment lead to only an upper limit on the prob-
ability for decay (3.11), and this upper limit is comparable
to that from the earlier studies.64'65

Resolution in terms of the effective mass of the electron
pair is of decisive importance for a reliable identification of
the decay w°—»-e+e~. Accordingly, it is very important to
minimize repeated scattering in the target which serves as
the source of the ir° mesons. Future experiments in intense
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FIG. 22. Searches for the decay jr°—>e+e in an analysis
of the process64 K+^jr+5r°;i7fl-*e+e~ + (y). The x ray
is not detected and is instead determined for a kinematic
fit. Consequently, 17°—*e+e~ events correspond to a very
low energy of the "y ray." a—Two-dimensional plot in
the plane of x = me*e- /m^> and Er of candidate
va-*e+e~ events; b-d—the same, for distributions ex-
pected according to Monte Carlo (MC) calculations for
the following processes: b) K-|--nr+i7°,i7x)-^e+e-; c) K+

-^nr+v0,v°-*e+e-r, d) K+-nr+e+e- (with a statistical
base 50 times greater than the number of events in the
experimental distribution). 1-3: Various regions of the
selection of events in x.

beams of K ± and K° mesons (tagged ir° mesons produced in
in-flight K decays) are extremely promising. There is the
hope that new experiments will make it possible to resolve
the question of the existence of decay (3.11) and the ques-
tion of its branching ratio in the near future.

b) Searches for the decays P'-*P/+/

The pseudoscalar-meson decays
(3.15)

may occur in the two-photon approximation according to
the diagram in Fig. 24a (the single-photon process, in Fig.

24d, is forbidden by charge parity conservation). The ex-
pected width for decay (3.15) depends on the structure of
the P'-»Pyy vertex. This structure can be described by, for
example, the VDM (Fig. 24b)67 or the related model of<5(f)
dominance (Fig. 24c). It should be kept in mind that for this
second mechanism, because of the conservation of the heli-
city of the leptons, decays accompanied by the emission of an
electron pair are suppressed further, by about two orders of
magnitude, with respect to muon decays.67

The two-photon mechanism leads to very small widths
for decays of the type in (3.15) (Br-<10~6), making these
processes extremely sensitive to manifestations of various
exotic mechanisms.

10000

FIG. 23. Effective-mass spectrum of the e+e system in the mass region
of the if meson in Ref. 65. The quantity plotted here is the difference
between the experimental data and the background curve. The circles
show a "signal" corresponding to 59 events of the decay V—^"""e".

FIG. 24. Feynman diagrams for the decays P'—*P/j. +ft . a—General form
of the two-y vertex; b—two-y vertex in the VDN (V is a vector meson); c—
two-y vertex in the <5 (e) dominance model; d—one-y process with C-parity
breaking (because of the negative C parity of the y ray).
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For example if light Higgs particles H(JP = 0+) exist,
they could be observed in P'—>-P transitions from decay into a
muon pair:

P '-^PH

(3.16)

Another example of an exotic decay mechanism for (3.15) is
a possible violation of charge parity in electromagnetic inter-
actions (as in the model of Ref. 68). In this case, the decays
of interest might occur in the single-photon approximation
(Fig. 24d), with a probability far higher than the two-pho-
ton estimates.

Searches for decays of the type in (3.15) have been car-
ried out in many experimental studies with a wide variety of
methods—ranging from the first, relatively insensitive ex-
periments in bubble chambers to complicated electronic ex-
periments with high selectivity and luminosity. In none of
these experiments have electromagnetic transitions between
pseudoscalar states, accompanied by the emission of a lepton
pair, been discovered. Upper limits have been established on
the branching ratios for these decays. The data from the
most sensitive experiments are listed in Table VI.

To illustrate the results we consider the searches for the
decays

V

(3.17)
(3.18)
(3.19)

carried out in 1980 on the Lepton-G apparatus at Serpuk-
hov,69 at the same time as a study of several other rare elec-
tromagnetic decays, mentioned earlier (Subsections 2bl and
3a2). As before, the sources of the t] and i}' mesons were the
binary reactions ir~p-+rj (rj') n, in (2.21). During the exper-
iment, about 5 • I0n ir~ mesons passed through the target;
this number corresponds to the production of 2 • 107 rj and
I07 77' mesons in binary processes (2.21).

In the processing of the experimental data, events corre-
sponding to the exclusive reaction IT ~ p—>/u +fj, ~ yyn were se-
lected. Figure 25 shows a two-dimensional distribution of
these events in the effective masses of the//+

/u~7<7'-and yy-
systems (m^^~rr and mrr). The concentration of events in
the regions m^^rr ^ma and mrr zzm^- corresponds to the
decay <o—nr°n +/z ~~.

In region III, which corresp ;i..-ii' "* ."ieriy (3.19) (the
resolution of the apparatus is tak ?r_ into account), there is
only a single event. In regions I and II, for (3.17) and
(3.18), there is no significant excess of events above a uni-
form background.

Decays (3.17)-(3.19) were thus not observed in this
experiment. The high sensitivity of this experiment makes it
possible to set low upper limits on the branching ratios for
these decays, providing an improvement of several orders of
magnitude over the previous limits (Table VI).

As mentioned earlier, decays (3.17)-(3.19) can be
used to search for light Higgs bosons. Athough the existing
theories of weak interactions give preference to heavy Higgs
bosons it should be noted that there is no theoretical lower

limit on the mass of the Higgs bosons in models containing
several doublets of these bosons. Consequently, searches for
Higgs particles should be carried out over the entire possible
mass range.

The theoretical situation has been examined in detail
elsewhere.70'71 A characteristic feature of the interaction of
Higgs bosons with fermion fields is an increase in the cou-
pling constant with the mass of the fermions. For this reason,
at masses which are not too large (M H S (. 5 GeV) the Higgs
particles decay primarily into a muon pair:

H^n+|i-. (3.20)

Light Higgs bosons would most naturally be sought in
processes of the type

n»H

T)H

(3.21)

(3.22)

Decays (3.21) and (3.22) and semiweak and should have
branching ratios Br~ 10~5.

Figure 26 shows the results which have been calculated
on the differential probabilities for decay (3.22) along with
the corresponding experimental limiting estimates.69 We see
from this figure that experiments make is possible to rule out
the existence of Higgs bosons over the entire interval91 kine-
matically accessible in decay (3.22), i.e., for

409 MeV . (3.23)

The data on decay (3.21) are not sensitive enough for a
search for Higgs particles.

4. CONCLUSION

Recent experiments have provided the first opportunity
to obtain important information on the electromagnetic
structure of neutral mesons. On the one hand, the results of
these studies confirm our general understanding of the im-
portant role played by vector mesons in mechanisms for in-
teractions with virtual photons; on the other hand, they re-
veal some new details of this process, which require more
detailed experimental and theoretical analysis. Let us con-
sider briefly the outlook for further research on the electro-
magnetic structure of neutral mesons.

Experiments on the decays 77°—*e+e~7 can be carried
out at meson factories, where a substantial increase in the
statistical base is possible. However, there remain the diffi-
culties associated with radiative corrections and radiative
processes in the material of the apparatus. In this connection
there is the interesting possibility of studying the conversion
decays of 77-° mesons produced in very thin film targets as the
inner proton beam of an accelerator passes through them
repeatedly (I wish to thank L. L. Nemenov for calling my
attention to this possibility). A careful experimental study
of 77-°—»e+e~?/ decays would be very desirable for deciding
whether there are significant violations of vector dominance
in this process, contradicting the QCD analysis.33 Another
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TABLE VI. Upper limits on the branching ratios for the electromagnetic decays P'—»P/+/"

Study

2. 'a (1976)

3. '" (1975)

4. '« (1968)

5. « (1965)

1

Apparatus

^epton-G apparatus
(Subsection 2bl).
Automated spectrom-
eter with detection of
charged particles and
/ rays; measurement

of their momenta and
energies; identifica-
ion of muons.

Xenon 30-liter bubble
chamber.

Spectrometer with op-
tical spark chambers
identification of elec-
trons by gas-fillec
Cherenkov counters.

Apparatus with spark
chambers and iron
filters to measure the
range of the muons
and for their identifi-
cation.

Liquid-hydrogen bub-
ble chamber.

Upper limits on the branching ratio Br(P'-»-P/ +/ ~ ) (90%
confidence level)

I
0
K
t

1,6-10-*

4,5 -10-6

—

a.

1
t

5-10-6

5-1Q-1

-

t
V

0,8-10-s

1,3-10-*

i

t

t

P

6-10-*

—

'„
P
t
p

1,1-10-*

+a.
t
V

1,5-10-5

—

MeV
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FIG. 25. Two-dimensional distribution of TT p—»// +fi yyn events in
the effective masses of the/j"1"//"^ and yy systems (E^ > 4.5 GeV;
Er>lA GeV).69 Regions I-III—Decays (3.17)-(3.19), with
allowance for the experimental resolution; light histogram—all
events; heavy histogram—events with the selection criterion
mn =; m^f. The arrows show the tabulated masses of the mesons.
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FIG. 26. Data on the decay 7?'-»77H;H—^+//" (Ref.69). 1—Theoretical
prediction of the branching ratio for the decay; 2—experimental upper
limits (90% confidence level).

very interesting possibility is to test the theoretical predic-
tions45 of a possible nonmonotonic behavior of the transition
form factor F^> (q2) in the region of small momentum trans-
fer.

A new experiment on the decay ir°-^e+e~y is presently
being carried out at the TRIUMF meson factory with an
apparatus including two total-absorption spectrometers
with proportional chambers and large Nal(Tl) crystal de-
tectors.76 The expected accuracy of the measurement of the
slope parameters of the transition form factor b^> = (dFj>/
dq2) \q2,_.0 in this experiment is Aft^> s: 1 GeV~2 (i.e., better
by a factor of 1.6 than in the last experiment10).

It would be difficult to make any further progress in
experiments on the conversion decays of rj, TJ', and <a mesons
like those which have been carried out on the Lepton appara-
tus at Serpukhov. We recall that the total flux of -rr~ mesons
in the experiments which have already been carried out has
been ~5 • I0n particles, and the efficiency of the apparatus
with respect to the various processes has been in the range
10-20%. It would thus not be possible to increase greatly the
luminosity of the experiments, and the statistical base for the
study of decays (2.15)-(2.17) could be increased by a factor
of only a few units at the cost of an extremely large effort.
However, even such a modest increase in the statistical base
would be desirable, especially for the decays of the rj' and a
mesons.

In experiments carried out in the Lepton apparatus the
source of the mesons under study were the binary charge-
exchange processes in (2.21) at large energies, where the
cross sections are several microbarns. In inclusive processes
at the same energies, in contrast, the cross sections for the
production of these mesons are one or two orders of magni-
tude larger than the cross section for reaction (2.21). In this
case, however, the background conditions for the experi-
ments are substantially worse, and the softer spectrum of
product particles requires a significant increase in the di-
mensions of the apparatus in order to maintain the same
efficiency.

Roughly the same increase in the cross sections for bi-
nary reactions leading to meson production can be achieved
at small initial energies of the ir~ mesons (1-2 GeV). At
these energies, however, high-luminosity experiments will

also require a very large apparatus. Furthermore, at low en-
ergies there are the difficulties of identifying the secondary
particles (muons and y rays); there is an intensified back-
ground from in-flight ?r—>/z decays; etc. There is the compli-
cated problem of organizing a good triggering of the appara-
tus.

There is the possibility of seeking compromise solu-
tions: using certain semi-inclusive processes, optimizing the
dimensions of the apparatus and the energy of the primary
beam, etc. However, in view of the many difficulties listed
above, we could hardly expect any rapid progress on the
form factors of particles in experiments of this sort.

The branching ratios expected for several meson con-
version decays are listed in Table VII. It should be notd that
some of these branching ratios turn out to be quite large and
could be studied experimentally, although it should be re-
called (Subsection 2a) that an optimum study of transition
form factors should focus on decays accompanied by the
emission of muon pairs, for which the branching ratios are
10-20 times smaller than the branching ratios for electron
decays. On the other hand, it should be kept in mind that
study of decays of the type A2—xae+e~ orf—>-pe+e~ at small
values of the effective mass of the lepton pairs [i.e., as
^2—>-(2/?je )

2s:0] may prove useful for determining the con-
stants/A^ (0), etc., and thus for determining the widths of
the corresponding radiative decays under background con-
ditions more favorable than those in experiments carried out
to detect these decays directly.

Calculations on radiative transitions for tensor mesons
(and for other nonets with nonzero orbital quantum number
L in the qq system) and more complicated and less definite
than those for the decays V—»Py and P—*Vy, since they re-
quire allowance for electromagnetic processes with a differ-
ent multipolarity. The theoretical estimates based on various
models disagree with each other by more than an order of
magnitude. As mentioned earlier, the radiative decays of
mesons have not been studied at all adequately. These results
are of major interest for reaching an understanding of the
quark structure of mesons and of the mechanisms for the
mixing of various quark and gluon states, for determining
the mixing angles in nonets, and for resolving several other
important questions. Consequently, further experimental
work in this direction would be very valuable and looks very
promising.

The electromagnetic structure of neutral mesons can be
studied in completely different experiments: in various reac-
tions in colliding e+e~ beams (Subsection 2b2). So far, ex-
periments of this sort have yielded only very preliminary
results, and we can expect many interesting new results in
the near future.

Returning to the research on the leptonic decays of me-
sons, we should point out that recent experimental results on
higher-order electromagnetic leptonic processes have eli-
minated the previous difficulty in explaining the large
branching ratio for the decay rj—>-^,+^~, i.e., have eliminat-
ed the problem of the large real part of the amplitude for this
process. The new data agree well with the results on the
electromagnetic structure of the rj meson extracted from an
analysis of the decay T}—*^ +fj,~y.
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TABLE VII. Branching ratios for some conversion decays of mesons

Decay
channel

P -*• T1+P-+ + f*"
<p-*- 1+e+ + e-
<p -»- Jl° + [i++(i-

t)' — p°-(-e++e-

A| ->- o>+e++e-

JUp°+e++e-

r (A - Bi+n/r (A ~ B + Y)

4,7-10-*
8,5-10-"
9,0-10-*

9,01-10-"
6,8-10-"

1,2-10-'
2-10-'
1-10-*

Br (A - Bf+O =
r (A - Bi+n/r (A -»«wtuar)

9,4-10-«
1,7-10-*
1.2-10-'

2,L10-»

Notes

(Ref. 15). The con-
version decays of the
tp mesons have a low
branching ratio.
Furthermore, the
sources of tp mesons
are not very intense.
One of the best '•
sources is the reso-

'2-10-*
5- 10-*

nant production j
e^e"— »p.
Several events of the
decay <p— *rje+e~
were detected in ex-
periments with a
neutral detector at
the Institute of Nu-
clear Physics, Novo-
sibirsk, and its
branching ratio was
determined30:

Br (<p -» i\e*e~) =
= (l,3ig;f)-10-* s«

(Ref. 77). The ra-
diative widths of the
tensor mesons were
estimated to be very
large in this study:
5-10% of their total
widths. In other
studies,78 the pre-
dicted widths are an
order of magnitude
smaller (so that the
branching ratios for
the conversion de-
cays are also smaller).

The first experiments on the decay ir°— *e+e are still
too preliminary to support a serious discussion of whether
the branching ratio for this process is significantly higher
than the corresponding unitary limit. Here we need new and
more accurate results.

Several experiments have yielded very low limits on the
widths for other leptonic electromagnetic decays of pseudos-
calar mesons which are of considerable interest for searches
for various exotic processses. Further progress in this direc-
tion is very desirable but will be confronted with some ser-
ious practical difficulties, associated with both an increase in
the luminosity and sensitivity of the experiments and an im-
provement in the background conditions.

In conclusion I would like to express the hope that the
next stage in the development of experimental research on
the leptonic decays of light mesons will involve weak interac-
tions. Of foremost interest here are the conversion decays

e~y and . So far, only a few events of
this type have been detected, and we have only very crude
estimates of their branching ratios: Br (K£— *e+e~y)
= (1.7 ±0.9) -10-5 andBr (K^-^V-y) =2.8 ±2.8

• 10" 7 (Ref. 79). A detailed study of these processes would
be very interesting both for learning about the electromag-

netic structure of the K° particles and for resolving certain
specific questions of the theory of weak interactions, in parti-
cular, the role played by "penguin" diagrams in nonleptonic
weak decays.80 A thorough study of the decays K£—»^ +fi ~
and V)—*fi +/j, ~ may yield information on the mechanisms for
higher-order weak decays and may make it possible to test
GIM compensation for flavor-changing neutral weak cur-
rents, with allowance for the t-quark contribution.81 Finally,
it may someday become possible to take up the study of not
only the electromagnetic decays but also the weak decays of
TT° and rj mesons,82 although at the moment it is difficult to
see how and when these dreams could ever come true.

I wish to thank A. I. Vainshtein, M. B. Voloshin. G. V.
Efimov, A. M. Zaitsev, V. I. Zakharov, B. L. loffe, A. E.
Kaloshin, V. P. Kubarovsktf, V. F. Obraztsov, L. B. Okun',
Yu. D. Prokoshkin, V. A. Khoze, and M. A. Shifman for
useful discussions.

"The transition form factors could in principle also be studied in the
spacelike region in the interactions of neutral particles with electrons:
Ae~—»Be". However, because of the very short lifetime of most of these
particles, an experiment of this sort has been carried out only for long-
lived K°L mesons: K° e--»K|e-.
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2)For decay (2.7) we again denote the transition form factor by Fr (g2;0)
or FP (g2;0;ml) in order to emphasize that the second y ray is on the
mass shell.

3)With increasing primary energy, the cross sections for exclusive reac-
tions (2.21) decrease, but the efficiency of the apparatus in the detection
of meson decays (2.15)-(2.17) increases. Furthermore, the identifica-
tion of the secondary particles (muons and y rays) becomes more reli-
able, and the background due to in-flight TT—»yU decays decreases. For this
reason, the choice of primary energy has been the result of a compromise
to maximize the sensitivity of the experiment.

4>The error in this preliminary normalization determines the difference of
the factor K (see Fig. 9) from unity.

5)In expression (2.33) for the form factor of the ij' meson, which was used
in Ref. 29 (Fig. 12b), the small contribution of co and q> mesons is ig-
nored. The more accurate expression is F^ (q2;Q;m^)
~[1 + (O.SSeVm2)]^1 [see (2.10)-(2.12) and Table I].

6)The range of momentum transfer in the decay <o—nrafi+(i~ is slightly
higher than in the decay r;—*n +fi ~ y, and it is primarily in this harder
part of the dimuon spectrum that we see the deviations from the VDM.

7)Current algebra predicts the well-known result |/(0;0;m2)|
~|/(0;0;0)| ^,a/(irf, -4mz) = l/(4ir2/^) for the anomalous trian-

gle quark diagram. We then find \F, • (g2)} —>• (Sir2//2 )/g2and m£j°>

= -fiwf, = 2j2ir • 93 MeV = 826 MeV.
8)For |/(0;0;m2)| = (2.84±0.24) - 10~4 MeV ' and t?P = - 17.6°

(Ref. 51).
91 Accepting certain theoretical concepts regarding the properties of Higgs
bosons (for greater details see Ref. 69 and the bibliography there).
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